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OFFICIAL CALENDAR
- OF THE -

E DUCATIONDEPARTMENT

November:
Applications for final examination of

School of Pedagogy, to Department,
due.

High School Entrance Examinations.
SELECTIONS FOR LITERATIRE.

1893.

Lesson V. Pictures of Memory.
Lesson X. The Barefoot Boy.
Lesson XIX. The Death of the Flowers.
Lesson XXIV. The Face Against the Pane.
Lesson XXVI. From the Deserted Village.
Lesson XXXV. Resignation.
Lesson XL. Ring Out, Wild Bells.
Lesson XLII. Lady Clare.
Lesson LII. Jacques Cartier.
Lesson XCI. Robert Burns.
Lesson XCII. Edinburgh after Flodden.
Lesson XCVIII. National Morality.
Lesson C. Shakespeare.
Lesson Cil. The Merchant of Venice-First

Reading.
Lesson CIV. The Merchant of Venice-

Second Reading.

SELECTIONS FOR MEMORIZATION.
Fourth Reader

i. The Bells of Shandon, pp. 51-52.
2. To Mary in Heaven, pp. 97-98.
3. Ring Out, Wild Bels, pp. 12i-122,
4. Lady Clare, pp. 128-130.
5. Lead, Kindly Light, p. 145.
6. Before Sedan, p. 199.
7. The Three Fishers, p. 220.
8. The Forsaken Merman, pp. 298.302.
9. To a Skylark, pp. 317-320.

so. Elegy, written in a country churchyard,
pp. 331-335.

ADDENDA TO TEXT BOOK LIST.
The following additional Text Books were

authorized by the Department of Education on
August 24, 1892, subject to the provisions of

Section 175 of the Public Schools Act, 1891.

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES AND HIGH
SCHOOLS.

Classics :
First Latin Book, by J. Henderson,

B.A., and J. Fletcher, B.A., price. .$i oo
(The Copp-Clark Co.)

Primary Latin Book, by A. Carruthers,
B.A., and J. C. Robertson, B.A.. i oo
(Methodist Book and Pub. House.)

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

English:
Public School History of England and

Canada (new) by W. J. Robertson,
B.A .......... ................. o 30

(The Copp-Clark Co.)
OTE-CHANGE IN PRICE:

Public School Writing Course, each
number (to July, 1894)........... o6

(Afßer July, 1894, Five Cents.)
The Department of Education bas also

ordered that the Public School History of
England and Canada, by G. Mercer Adam
and W. J. Robertson, B.A., authorized in
1886 and in use at present date in the Public
Schools of Ontario, shall cease to be author-
ized on and after July 1, 1894.

Candidates not in attendance at the School
of Pedagogy, but who are eligible to present
themselves at the written examination in Dec-
ember, are hereby notified that Reading, Drill,
Gymnastics and Calisthenics are compulsory
for ail male teachers ; and Reading, Drill, and
Calisthenics for female teachers.

There will be no examination in the Com-
mercial Course this year.

The Canadian Olice and School
Furniture Company

Preston. Ont. Successors to W. Stahlsehmidt
& Co., Manufacturers of Office, School Church
and Lodge Furniture.

Asearded Goto! Medal at Jamaica Exhibition.

The " Perfect Automatie " School Desk
The Latest and Best

The School Desks of this Company cannot be excelled
for Strength, Beauty of Design, Adaptability and
Comfort to the Scholar. Send for Circulars.

HINTS AND #
EXPEDIENTS

FCR YOUNG TEAOHERS

This is a manual prepared by Mr. David Boyle,
an experienced, successful teacher, whose fertility of
resource and originality are well known. J. W. Ben.
gough, Grip's own artist, has illustrated the w rk
with catchy sketches. To those for whom it is intend-
ed, it will prove "A GUIDE, PHILOSOPHER, and
FR1550."

IT CONTAINS NEARLY

Four Hundred Hints
And Expedients

Of a plain, pointed, and practical character, many of
which have never appeared in print before, while
others are the result of wide reading and extensive
intercourse with Public School teachers in this and
other countries.

The style is terse, and the matter is arranged in
numbered paragraphs under appropriate headings.

The book appears in a suitable form for carrying
in the pocket, being neatly bound in cloth. Price,
25 cents.

Mailed lost.aid on receipt of #rice.

CRIP PRINTINC and PUBLISHINC CO.
TORONTO.

PR ICE LIST OF MODEL AND NORMAL SCHOOL BOOKS. Postage prepaid.PRIG E LIST 5
0

/o off regular price.

Baldwin's Art of School Management........ $o 641 Spencer's Education ......................... $o 28
Hopskin's Outline Study of Man........ ..... 1 07 Landon's School Management..... .......... 1 43
Fitches Lectures on Teaching. ............... a 85 Manual of Hvgiene......................... O 43
Quick's Educational Reformers. ............ .. i o7 Houghton's Physical Culture.... ............ O 43

eicLellan's Applied Psychology ........ ...... o 85 Public and High School Books at sane rate.

JOHNSTON & MUSSON BROS., - 245 Yonge Street, TORONTO

Are You Interested in Astronomy?

REVOLVING PLANISPHERE
Showing the Principal Stars Visible for Every Hour in the Year

PRICE REDUCED TO 50 CTS., DY MAIL, POSTPAID

It is a simple and neat device for astronomical observation. The disc can be set so as to
give the exact position of the principal stars any hour in the year. Full directions for the
ready use of the Planisphere are printed with each copy. It is the cheapest and most practical
device for the study of the stars at home or in the school that bas ever been offered.

Order from

The Grip Printing and Publishing Co.
2o0 and 203 YONGE STREET, TORONTO

C. W. COATES,
MONTREAL, QUE.

S. F. HUESTIS,
HALIFAX, NS.

eo icaton.

LUMSDEN & WILSON'S

w

III

The above eut represents the cover of the " Per
fection Football " as it is registered in Grea
Britain, and is undoubtedly in every respect the verY
best hall made.

TESTIMONIAL.-Mr. John McDowall, Secretary
of the Scottish Football Association, says:-" Have
used the 'Perfection Football,' and find it embodies
all that its name denotes-simply, 'Perfection.' "

They are all filled with Mackintosh's Best QualitY
Grey Rubbers, stamp d and tested.

PRICE LIST
Association Footballs Complote

Sizes: No. . No 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5
Circumference: 20 in. a2 in. 2 in. 26 in. 28 in.

Perfection, Buttonless $.-So $î.6o $1.75 $2.25 $3.00
Perfection Chrome, Special Buttonless,

only one size made ........................ $3.50
Second Quality, Buttonless...... .... $'.o $.75 $2.15

Rugby Match Bail, very superior, $3.25
Assoe'n Rubbers and Covers Separate, etc.

No. . No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No.
Rubbers, Separate

/ackintosh'sBe t
Covers, Separate $21
No. a e $O.95 $.oo $.ro $î.5o $2.15

lNo. 2 Covers......................$o.8o $î.oo $1.35
Chrome Buttonless ........... ............... $-55

Inflators, Brass Piston, The Little Wonder, 6o cts.
large size, $r.50. Football Shin Pads, good leather,
cloth lined, 75 cts. a pair. Football Shn Pads, best
leather, chamois lined, $1.S a pair. Rubber Cement
for repairini Rubbers, a5 cte. a package. Football
Boots to arrive in October. Send for prices.

K Football and How to Play It.? By A
KICKER. Price, 20 cente. A new and enlarged
edition of this book now ready, containing the latest
rules for playing Association Football and valuable
hints to players. One copy will be sent FREE with
each order for a complete football.

Any article in above list mailed free on receipt of
price to any address in the Dominion of Canada or
the United States. Send money or stamps by regis-
tered letter; or, if convenient, a post office order is
absolutelysafe. LUMSDEN&WILSONImport-
ers of Football Goods, Seaforth, Ont.

c.1.S.s . BOOKS
: FOR

THE REQUIRED BOOKS FOR 1892-93
COMPRISE THE FoLLowING: . .

Grecian History. By James H. Joy, A.M.. $i oo.
Callias. An Historical Romance. By Prof. A.

J. Church, London University ............ i oO
The Unlted States and Forelgn Powers.

By W. E. Curtis, of the U. S. State Depart-
m ent........................... .......... x oc

Classie Greek Course In English. By
Prof. W. C. Wilkinson, University of Chic.
ago ................... ,............ ..... 1 oo

Greek Architecture and Seulpture (Illus-
trated) By Prof. T. R. Smith and Mr.
George Redford, London.................. o 50

A Yanual of Christian EvIdences. By
Prof. Geo. P. Fisher, Yale University ..... o 50

The Chautauquan (12 numbers illustrated) .. a co

Canadian Students will please note that the books
are supplied by the Canadian Agents at the AmericaO
Publisher's prices, no advance being made for dutyr
etc., Canadian Students will, therefore, find it to
their advantage to order from the Canadian Agents-
and save the duty which they would have to pay
ordered from the States. The books are of uniforns
height and width, varying only in thickness.

Orders for the Chautauquan taken separateîy'
There is no Magazine we know of giving so En.
reading at so low a price. Circulars givng full If"
formation about the C.L.S.C. supplied free on al"
plicationi. Canadian Agents

WILLIAM 1BRIGGS
Wesley Buildings, Toronto.
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" QUESTION DRAWER" is unavoidably held

over for next number. In answer to an
inquirer, we may say that the word " six-
teenth " in line two, Chapter Il., page 197
of the new History of England and Can-
ada, should undoubtedly be " seventeenth."

THE Provincial Association of Public and
High School Trustees of Ontario has de-
cided to affiliate with the Educational
Association. This is a wise and hopeful
decision. We anticipate much good from
the commingling of teachers and trustees
in one deliberative body.

IN reply to a question in last number we
said that we did not know a book contain-
ing notes on all the lessons in the Fifth
Reader. Mr. Joseph Morgan, of Sebring-
ville, informs us that Mr. R. Dawson issued
such a book in 1887. We are not told who
are the publishers, but any of the book-
sellers who advertise in the JOURNAL could
no doubt furnish it.

WE have received a copy of "Course of
Study for the Public Schools of the County
of Wentworth, Town of Dundas, and Vil-
lage of Waterdown," prepared by J. H.
Smith, P. S. Inspector. We have not yet
found time to examine it with any thorough-
less, but we have no doubt that it has cost

the Inspector much labor, and will be of
great service to teachers. We may, in a

future number, give all the teachers who
read the JOURNAL-which means, of tourse,
a1l live progressive teachers-the benefit of
soume portions, in which the author has de-

Parted somewhat from the beaten track.

WE congratulate our friend and valued
occasional contributor, Mr. William Houston,
M.A., on the one hand, and the teachers of
Ontario on the other, on the appointment
of Mr. Houston to the position of Director
of Teachers' Institutes. Mr. Houston is so
well known to our readers that he needs no

introduction from us. We feel sure that the

profession will be the gainer by his able
and suggestive talks. He is a bit of an

iconoclast, and an adept in the use of the
Socratic nethod, which is par excellence
the educational method.

TEE Manitoba Teachers' Convention bas
been discussing the text-book question, but

has laid the matter over for future decision.
The text-book question is undoubtedly a
difficult and perplexing one, but if the
Manitobans are wise they will maintain
more freedom of choice than we have in
Ontario. Above all they will do well to
shun a system under which text-books are
made to order like coats or boots, the effect

being to do away with all inducemnent to

competition by either educators or publish-
ers, save such as are fortunate enough to
secure the jobs of writing and printing by
favor of the Department.

THE 'eport of the committee appointed
at the last meeting of the Trustees' Associ-
ation to inquire into the working of the
County Model Schools, recommended that
the number of Model Schools in the Pro-
vince be reduced to twenty-five; that such
schools have a separate building or room set
apart for their use, fully equipped; that
pupils be drafted from the Public Schools
every day for these schools, the schools be-
ing located where there is sufficient school
population to furnish such pupils ; that
the qualification for master be raised to
that of a university graduate of five years'ex-
perience in teaching, part of which must be
in the Public Schools, or a first-class teach-
ers' certificate grade " A"; that a grant
of $9,000 be divided among the Model
Schools, and that the balance required for
the maintenance of the schools be levied on
the county or united counties forming the
district; also that there be two terms in
each year, of four months each. The report
was adopted.

ONE of the nost interesting discussions
at the Provincial Trustees' Association, last

week, was touching the advisability of giv-
ing school boards the power to admit to
special High School classes occasional stu-
dents who may never have passed the
entrance examination. The following
resolution was passed: "That the boards
have the power to admit to special High
School classes occasional students who may
never have passed the entrance exami-
nation; provided that candidates who have
passed the entrance examination have pre-
cedence in the matter of admission, and
that the attendance of occasional pupils be
not received as part of the regular High
Sehool attendance." This is, it seems to us,
decidely a move in the right direction. The
aim of the High Schools should be to en-
courage the largest possible number to take
advantage of the opportunities they afford.
Whyshould a boyor girl,who could with pro-
fit take the course of a given term or year,
say,in English Literature,be debarred because
lie or she may not be quite up to an arbi-
trary mark in arithmetic or some other
subject ? Why should the High Schools be
more exclusive than the Universities ?

SIR EDWIN ARNOLD is said to have stated
in St. Louis, that in Japan every child
is taught to write with either or both hands,
and " he hinted," says an exchange, " that
it was not the only evidence of sound com-
mon sense he met with while in the king-
dom of the Mikado." An English teacher
says : " I learned to write with my left
hand some years ago, in consequence of
the impression created in my mind by
reading the arguments of Charles Reade on
the subject, and now I change my pen from
hand to hand on the first impres3ion of
weariness." The suggestion is a good one.
The facility with which those who are so
unfortunate as to lose the use of the right
hand, from accidents or other causes, learn
to write with the left, shows that the art is
easily acquired, and it would be a great
relief to those whose business requires con-
stant use of the pen, to be able to shift it
from hand to hand. Many might be there-
by saved from " writer's cramp," and
kindred troubles. Should the practice
become common it would, however, double
the difficulty of identifying signatures and
other specimens of hand-writing, for the
characters made by the left hand would be
in most cases quite unlike those made.by
the right.
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Edi;ed by Fred H. Sykes, M.A., EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL, Toronto, to wl1onl communications respect-
ing this department should be addressed.

THE GENESIS OF THE RIP VAN WINKLE
LEGEND.

1T must have been in the mellow haze of an In-
dian-summer afternoon that the Dutch forefathers
dropped anchor in the pleasant harbor, now
mostly meadow, at the mouth of the Pocantico, at
Tarrytown, and named it Die Slaperig Hafen-The
Sleepy Haven. Nor was this name merely the
expression of their subjectivity ; for when the
English followed up the swift-running stream'be-
tween two hills,

"In the afternoon they came to a land
In which it seemeth always afternoon,"

and named it Sleepy Hollow-a name which now
designates the whole valley of the Pocantico. And
there is many another such nook amid the bills
whose watersheds feed and fill the most beautiful
of rivera.

A century later than the Dutch explorera came
the Palatine refugees, who, passing by the already
occupied territory, landed nearest the " mountains
which lie from the river's aide," known even then
as the mountains of the Kaaterskill. Their slopes
were gorgeous with such hues aa Europeans never
saw. On the hills and in the glens ten thousand
bushes burned as with fire, yet were not con-
sumed. The maple and the sumac and the Vir-
ginia creeper, and the expanses of golden-rod and
purple asters, seemed remnants of paradise un-
touched by sin.

" A land of pleasing drowsy-head it was,'
where one fain might sleep and dream and dream
and sleep forever.

With both these localities Washington Irving
was familiar. They furnished their part of the
material for the construction of the legend of
Sleepy Hollow and the legend of Rip Van
Winkle.

It is not strange that cursory readers combine
the two, and insist that the same locakity is
the scene of both. Those who have seen the Cats-
kill ravine ontnumber those who have seen the
valley of the Pocantico a thousandfold ; and few of
these thousands will ever doubt but that the only
tue and original Sleepy Hollow is that in which
Rip Van Winkle slept his wondrous sleep so long
ago. Not imiprobably, in the ages to come, when
the famed traveller from New Zealand shall take
bis stand upon the broken tower of the East River
Bridge to sketch the ruina of the City Hall, the
Mountain Glen will be the only Sleepy Hollow of
which he shall hear. Indeed, it is just as easy to
fall asleep in the wooded gorge of the mountain as
amid the hills and dales of the valley. Both
legends show how the writer turned all that he
touched to gold, and stimulate desire to discover
the secret and watch the working of his more than
Midas power ; and this desire is partly gratified in
the endeavor to trace the genesis of the Rip Van
Winkle legend. * * "

In a note appended to the legend Mr. Knicker-
bocker informa us that he himself bas talked with
Rip Van Winkle, and that " the story, therefore,
is beyond the possibility of doubt." The editor, as
if to foreatall cruel criticism, introduces this note
by saying that without it one would suspect that
the tale had been " suggested by a little German
superstition about the Emperor Frederick der
Rothbart and the Kypphauser Mountain." The
clew thus given seems to have led explorera into a
Serbonian bog.

The Kypphauser Mountain is in the Harzwald, in
Thuringia, on the head-waters of the Weser. The
lirat account of an Emperor Frederick dwelling in
this mountain we find in a chronicle of the year
1426. Nearly a century later he is identified with
the successful warrior and popular ruler who lost
his life in the third Crusade. A little book printed
in 1519 tells the story expressly of " Kaiser Fried-
rich den Erst seines Namens, mit ainen langen rot-
ten Bart, den die Walhen nenten Barbarossa,"
that ia, " the Emperor Frederick, the first of his
name, with a long red beard, whom the Italians
called Barbarossa."

The story lived on in men's mouths and grew
during that and the succeeding centuries, until it
took its present form in Otmar's Volkssagen, pub-
lished at Bremen in the year 1800.

The Emperor sits on an ivory throne in his sub-
terranean castle at a table consisting of a huge
block of marble, through which, as he bows bis
slumbering head, his long red beard bas already
grown down to the foor, and begun to wrap itself
about the atone. At the end of each succeeding
century he rouses himself sufficiently to ask, " Do
the ravens still fly on the mountain 7" and receiv-
ing an affirmative answer, instantly relapses into
profound sleep. But the time will come when he
will awake, to renew on a grander scale than ever
before his battles for his country. When his red
beard shall have wrapped itself three times round
the atone, when the ravens fly no longer on the
mountain-top, when bis people need him most to
deliver them from pagan or from Paynim foes, then
will he come forth, and having accomplished bis
mission, will hang bis shield on a withered bough
that shall at once begin to grow green again with
life. * * *

He (Irving) himself bas described bis visit to
Walter Scott in 1817. From him he heard the
story of The Tower of Ercildoune, the ruina of
whose tower at Earlstoun the antiquarian who
visita Abbotsford still turns aside to see.

" We are now," said Scott, "treading classic, or
rather fairy ground. This is the haunted glen of
Thomas the Rhymer, where lie met with the Queen
of Fairyland, and this is the bogle burn, or goblin
brook, along which she rode on ber dapple-gray
palfrey, with silver bells ringing at the bridle.
Here,' said he, pausing, l is Huntley Bank, on
which Thomas the Rhymer lay musing and sleep-
ing when he saw, or dreamed be saw, the Queen of
Elf-land :

"'True Thomas lay on Huntlie Bank;
A ferlie he spied wi' bis e'e;

And there he saw a ladye bright,
Come riding down by the Eildon Tree.

Her skirt was o' the grass-green silk,
Her mantle o' the velvet fyne

At ilka tett of ber horse's mane
Hung fifty silver bells and nine.'"

Here Scott repeated several more of the stanzas,
and recounted the circumstances of Thomas the
Rhymer's interview with the fairy, and bis being
transported by ber to fairy-land :

"And till seven years were gono and past
True Thomas on earth was niever seen."

Leaving Abbotsford, Irving extended his excur-
sion into the Highlands. At Inverness, the radiat-
ing point of Highland tourists, he must have notic-
ed, what no traveller can pass unnoticed, the most
conspicuous object of the landscape there, the im-
mense knoll of rock just out of the city, so strange-
ly like the bull of a ship, keel uppermost. Every
one who sees it asks its name, and every one who
bears its name asks its story. Irving, who had
spent bis life in such investigation, could not have
failed to learn both the name and the story. Its
name is Tom-na-Hurich-the Hill of the Fairies.
Its story is the story of two fiddlers of Strathspey.

One Christmas season about three hundred years
ago they resolved to try their fortunes at inver-
ness. On arriving in town they took lodgings, and
as was the custom, hired the bellman to go arounâ
announcing their arrival, their qualifications, their
fame, and their ternis. Soon after, they were vis-
ited by a venerable-looking gray-haired old man,
who not only found no fault with their terme, but
actually offered more than they asxed if they would
go with him a little way out of the town. To this
they agreed, and be led them to a strange-looking
building, which seemed more like a shed than a
bouse, and they began to demur. However, he
offered them double their price, and they went in
through a long hall, not noticing that it led into the
bill. Their musical talents were instantly put into
requisition, and the dancing was such as in their
lives they had never witnessed, though it is com-
mon enough in these days even above-ground.
However, they fixed their eyes on their instru-
ment, and in the morning received not only twice
but even three times their usual fee, and took their
leave, highly gratified with the liberal treatment
they bad received. It surprised them to find that
it was out of a bill, and not a bouse that they
issued ; and when they came to the town they could
not recognize any place or person. While they and

the townspeople were in equal amazement there
came up a very old man, who, on hearing their
story, said : " You are the two men who lodged
with my grandfather, and whomn Thomas the Rhy-
mer, it was supposed, decoyed into Tom-ns-Hurich.
Your friei.ds were greatly grieved on your account;
but it is a hundred years ago, and your names are
now no longer known." It was the Sabbath-day,
and the belle were ringing. The fiddlers entered
the church, and sat stili while the bells sounded.
But when the service began, and the first worda of
the Holy Scripture fell upon their ears, they dwin-
dled to dust.

Soon after the visit to Scotland the legend of Rip
Van Winkle was written. In this year the New
York firm failed, and Irving devoted himself to the
study of German, both to divert bis thoughts and
to prepare for bis future. Hitherto he had written
chiefly for amusement ; henceforth literature was
bis profession.

The introduction of the English-speaking peoples
to the German language and literature usually be-
gins with the folk-lore of the language. The
most popular collection now is that of Grimm.
Then it was that of Otmar, before mentioned. In
this Irving would find " the little German supersti-
tion of Frederick der Rothbart and the Kypphauser
Mountain." According to the story, the Emperor's
chosen knights dwell with him still, and there have
been at least two visita paid to the imperial court
under-ground. The first was that of a pair of lovers
who went to borrow crockery for the wedding feast.
They were received by the knights with courtesy,
feasted with the richest vianda, and dismissed with
a whole basketful of crockery-ware. Joyfully they
returned home, to find they had been absent two
hundred years. They were strangers in a strange
world.

The other visitor was Peter Klaus, a goat-herd of
the adjacent village of Sittendorf. Tending bis
goats on the mountain-side, be was accosted by a
young man- who silently beckoned him to follow.
Obeying the direction, lie was led into a deep dell
inclosed by craggy precipices, where he found
twelve knightly personages playing at skittles, no
one of whom uttered a word. Gazing around him,
he observed a can of wine which exhaled a delici-
oua fragrance. Driking from it, he felt inspired
with new life, but at length was overpowered with
sleep. When he awoke he found himself again on
the plain where bis goats were accustomed to rest ;
but, rubbing bis eyes,-h e could see neither dog nor
goats. He was astonished at the sight of trees
which he had never before observed. Descending
the mountain, and entering the village, he finds to
his consternation that everything in the place
wears an altered look. Most of the people are
strangers bo him ; the few acquaintances be meets
seem to have grown suddenly old ; and only at last
by mutual inquiries the truth is elicited that he had
been asleep for twenty years.

It ia this subordinate incident which Irving de-
voloped into the legend of Rip Van Winkle, direct-
mng attention to its source by his characteristic note
Doubtless Irving was familiar with many narra-
tives of supernatural sleep. In childhood be muat
have heard the story of the " Sleeping Beauty." In
early manhood he read The Canterbury Tales, and
charged a friend going to London to be sure to visit
Tabard Inn. Recently he bad been travelling for
the express purpose of collecting material for such
desultory literary work as he might choose. He
had heard the story of " Thomas the Rhymer '
from Scott, and received from him the suggestion
that " it might be wrought up into a capital tale."
Soon after, the legend of Tom-na-Hurich muet have
captivated his fancy. His intimate knowledge of
the Catskill Mountains and of the habits of the
early settlers constituted an excellent background,
the situation stimulated to action, Peter Klaus fur-
nished the immediate motif, and the legend of Rip
Van Winmkle was written. There is nothing in it,
save the fact of long absence, to remind one of the
legend of Ercildoune. But it is connected with
that of Inverness not only by the incidents which
followed the sleep, but also by the statement that
the entrance to the amphitheatre was found to be
closed with solid rock, leaving it to be inferred that
it had been opened and shut again by enchant-
ment.

In all essential parts, however, the story of Rip
Van Winkle is the story of Peter Klaus. Thehero
is wandering on the mountain. He bears bis naie
called, apparently by a man who proves to be
speechless, and can only make signa for him tO
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accompany him. Lie is led into a broad ravine sur-
rounded by precipices. He sees a company of men
in antique garb playing nine-pins in silence. He
drinks of their intoxicating liquor until sleep over-
powers him. H1e wakes in his accustomed haunts
he rubs his eyes ; he calls bis dog-in vain. He
seees trees that have grown there while he slept.
He descends the mountain. He finds the village
changed, the people rnostly strangers, the few hie
knows grown old, and lears by inquiry that he
bas been asleep just twenty years.

When Rip Van Winkle first heard bis name call-
ed by the stranger "he looked around, but
could see nothing but a crow winging its soli-
tary flight across the mountain"; and when he
awoke and whistled for his dog, "he was only
answered by the cawing of a flock of idle crows."
The crows of Rip Van Winkle are the ravens of
Friedrich der Rothbart, as these are simply Huginn
and Muninn, the attendant ravens of Odm, the
Norse god. But by the touch of Irving's feathery
wand they have been changed into veritable Cat-
skill " crows sporting high in air about a dry
tree that overhung a sunny precipice."

The characteristically accurate local coloring
gives the legend its inimitable veri-similitude, ana
causes it to be regarded by a well known British
writer as an autochthonous myth.-From Harper's
Monthly, Sept., 1883.

HINTS FOR DULL DAYS.
RIIODA LEI.

NOVEMBER brings us very often some
bright, delightful days Nevertheless, we
are certain to have a considerable number
of dull and extremely cheerless ones. There
are school-rooms in which a gray sky with-
out will do more to upset the peace and
comfort of the class than anything known.
We must admit that these uncomfortably
cold, rainy days have tried our patience and
lowered our spirits sadly at times. Noth-
ing seemed to go right and at the end of the
day we betook ourselves homeward with
a feeling of weariness and disgusted with
everybody and everything that was not
easily got rid of.

Now, I do not approve of imagined trou-
bles, nor of the practice of meeting them
half-way, but I do recommend a little pre-
paration and forethought for days of this
description. You will be amply repaid for
your trouble. Let us consider what can in
reason be done.

Suppose a dark, dreary morning late in
the fall. Without, everything is suggestive
of discomfort, but what do we see within ?
A room comfortably heated, well ventilated
and brightened, according to the season,
with branches of maple leaves, barberries,
nountain-ash berries, etc.; a teacher deter-
mbined to have a gocd day. The elements
are not going to bring that determination
to nought if she can help it. At present she
is trying to recall something interesting for
the opening exercises. Nine o'clock cornes,
and although one or two children are late
for line, the teacher decides to reserve the
talk on punctuality for another day.
Tommy Bird plays the mouth-organ, and as
a little innovation he is requested to play
such hymns and songs as he knows for an
accompaniment to the singing. Time is also
found for a short story, and then follow the
eheeriest maxims and brightest gems of
Poetry that the class knows. As the work
Of the morning progresses, we notice an
Occasional new plan coming up, an extra
Miark for certain work and busy work that

keeps every mind more than ordinarily in-
tent. No melancholy songs regarding " fall-
ing rain " and " pattering drops " are sung.
No verses about "sighing woods" and
" moaning winds." Songs and verses are
brisk, bright and energetic. At ten o'clock
a march, the certain awakener of listless lit-
tle people, is introduced. Tommy's mouth-
organ again cornes into use to supplenient
the marching song.

It is not necessary to give any further
description of the day. Begun in this way
we have not a doubt as to the end. This
is what I understand by preparation. Deter-
mination, strengthened by a host of helps
such as the above, will transform some days,
changing a disappointing morning into one
full of good and pleasurable work. Work
that is not done with all the heart and in a
cheerful, willing spirit is not good work.

Unhappy childhood,unhappy school-days.
What inexpressibly sad thoughts these
words contain. Schools are happier places
than they once were. Is there not still
ample room for improvement? Can we not
bring a little more sympathy, a little more
love, a little more of the true home spirit
into our school-rooms ? It would not be
amiss.

TRAINING THE SENSES.

ASK your children to shut their eyes;
then go to some part of your room and
speak softly, letting them describe where
you are without turning their heads.

Give an object to a child with closed eyes,
and let him draw the form upon the board
as he bas recognized it by touch.

Give children a sample of color to look
at, and let them try to match it among a
variety of shades, carrying the color only
"in the eye."

Let two or three children walk upon the
floor together, and let the others (with clos-
ed eyes) detect the number walking, by the
soilnd of the steps.

Let children smell a flower and name it,
without seeing it.

Give children several pieces of dress
goods letting them distinguish between silk,
cotton, and woolen, by touch alone.-E.D.K.,
in School Journal. ~

DIRECTION.
RIIODA LEE.

THE following plans have been found use-
ful in fixing definitely the points of the
compass. Before introducing them, how-
ever, the class must be able to locate roads,
streets, public buildings, parks, or whatever
may be the points of interest in the vicinity
of the school-house.

Ask the children to tell you the varions
directions taken in reaching their homes.
As an answer,a child says, " I go west along
Russel street, south down Elm avenue and
west along Madison avenue." Next, ask for
directions taken in coming to school. Rich-
ard says, " I. live at 23 St. Paul street. I go
west to Lennox avenue, then turn north
until I reach Russel street and walk west to
the school."

Questions regarding routes to the station,
city hall, churches, parks and other schools
will be interesting. Ask the children occa-
sionally to indicate the routes on their

slates. Assign work of the kind to be done
at home and brought in on paper.

Another exercise in which the children
find great delight. Sketch a map of the
roads, streets, etc., surrounding the school.
Make it extensive enough to take in all the
homes. Then let each pupil make a mark
of some sort where he supposes his house to
be ; or, with the pointer, show the class the
route by which lie finds bis way home, to
school, to Sunday-school or any other famil-
iar point.

LANGUAGE LESSONS.

1. WRITE the names of :
(1) Ten kinds of vegetables.
(2) Five kinds of grain.
(3) Eight kinds of metal.
(4) Ten wild animals.
(5) Five kinds of fish.

2. Write ten words, each one ending in
ing.

3. Write the following adjectives in a col-
umn, and after each write a word meaning
the opposite :

thick,
soft,
cool,

late,
wide,
fast

deep,
sharp,
even,

right, smooth, large,
high, old, broad.

4. Change these sentences to express
past tine:

(1) I lay the book on the desk.
(2) We lie down to sleep.
(3) The mason lays the bricks.
(4) The cows lie in the shade.
(5) The old man lies on the floor.

-Journal of Education.

VARIETY WORK.
BY LAURA F. ARMITAGE.

1. WÛITE three words that end in y.
2. Write names of two yellow flowers.
3. Write names of two red flowers.
4. Write naines of two animals having

fur.
5. Write naines of two animals having

hair.
6. Put letters before old, and make other

words of it,-g-old, t-old, s-old, etc.
7. Name three kinds of trees that grow

near your home.
8. Write what stands for Doctor, Mister,

Street.
9. Write names of four birds you have

seen.
10. What color is your house ?
11. What animals dig holes in the ground

to live in ?
12. Write five girls' names.
13. Write five boys' names.
14. Write three naines for dogs.
15. Of what color are lemons ?
16. Of what color are ripe grapes?
17. Write three words of four letters each.
18. Name five things that can jump.
19. Name something that likes to live in

water.
20. Naine three things you like to do.
21. Tell what cows are good for.
22. Naine some animals that have hoofs.
23. Write the first name of a light-haired

girl in your schoolroom.
24. Of a dark-haired boy.

-American Teacher.
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IMPORTANT E
* TO TEACHERS

$100 to $150 in PRIZES.
WITH a view to the encouragement of the best teach-

ing in the Public Schools, and the enrichment of the
columns of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL with practical
articles by the ablest teachers, the publishers offer the
following

PRIZES.

For the best model lesson or paper of the kind indi-
cated in each of the seven classes of subjects enumerated
below a prize of TEN DOLLARS will be given.

For the second best do., a prize of FIvE DOLLARS.

SUBJECTS.

Where two or more subjects or topics are given, it is
understood that the competitor may choose any one of
them.

I.-ARITHMETIC. For Form Il.

i. Application of the decimal system in addition and
subtraction.

2. Elementary Reduction.

Il -GRAMMAR. Form Il., III. or IV.

Lesson on (I) any ONE of the parts of speech, or (2)

the classification of sentences, or (3) common mistakes in
conversation.

III.-GEOGRAPHY. Form Il. or 111.

On any ONE of the following subjects :
i. The points of the compass with ideas of location

and distance.
2. The explanation and use of maps.

3. The formation of streams.

IV.-LITERATURE. For 3rd and 4th Classes.

Any one of the following lessons:
SECOND READER-(I) The Harper, (2) Grandpapa, (3)

The Miller of the Dee, (4) Robert of Lincoln, (5) The
Children's Hour.

THIRD READER-(6) Casabianca, (7) Burial of Sir
John Moore, (8) The Road to the Trenches, (9) The
Water Fowl, (1o) The Brook.

V.-COMPOSITION. Form III. or IV.

A language lesson in the form of a talk between teacher
and pupils, intended to be followed by a written composi-
tion from the pupils.

Any ONE of the following subjects may he chosen : (i)
A Rain (or Snow) Storm, (2) Our School louse, (3) A
Sleigh Ride, (4) The Autobiography of a Jack-Knife, (5)
The Inspector's Visit.

VI.-TEMPERANCE. Form Il. or Il.

Talk on Temperance, based on any topic dealt with in
the authorized text-book.

VII.-HISTORY Form III. or IV.

A Lesson on any ONE of the following subjects:

1. The Discoveries of Jacques Cartier.
2. The Founding of Upper Canada.
3. The Quebec Act.
4. The Rebellion of 1837.
5. The Country and how it is Governed.
6. The Legislative Assembly and its Duties.

7. The Dominion Parliament and its Duties.

CONDITIONS.

i. All manuscripts submitted must be addressed
"EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Prize Competition," and

must be designated by a pen-namne or motto, and accom-
panied with an envelope bearing the same name or motto,
and containing the truc name and address of the writer.

2. The successful manuscripts shall become the prop-
erty of THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL The JOURNAL

shall also have the right to publish any of the unsuccess-
ful manuscripts it may select, on condition of paying the
writer according to its usual rates for accepted articles of
that ind.

3. No manuscript or single lesson to contain more than
I,5oo or less than I,ooo words.

4. All competitors must be teachers actually engaged
at the time o competing as principal or teacher in some
Public School in the Dominion of Canada. (The term
" Public School " as here used does not include Gram-
mar or High Schools.)

5. Any such teacher may compete in any number of
subjects, but in no case shall more than two prizes be
awarded to one competitor.

6. All manuscripts must reach the office not later than
December 15, 1892.

Two practicaleducators of high standing will be selected
to act as examiners, and assign the prizes according to
the foregoing conditions.

The Education
Piublahed Semi-
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J. E. WELLS, M.A. - -
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graphy confined to knowing right and left,
up and down, in and out, on a flat surface
or " map," with certain names attached to
these forms that suggested no realities;
reading that was necessarily uninteresting
and lifeless, because the things described
were not within the child's experience and
so were not realized; grammar-that last
straw to break the long-suffering learner's
back-grammar that was the worst bore of
ail, because introduced at a period when
the mind was unfitted for abstractions and
so became divorced from aIl that was real
and practical.

A fair inference from such facts is that

given in the sentence we quoted at the

beginning of these remarks. With that we

are in hearty agreement. That is, however,

but the negative definition of the tru- edu-

cational process. Professor Mills' positive

definition, so far as we can give it in a

sentence, and in bis own words, is as follows:

"It must now appear that in the true sense

education is simply furnishing an en-

vironment which is favorable to the develop-

ment or unfolding of the organization of

the child." It is just at this point that we

find ourselves disposed to demur. True, let

the terms " environment " and " organiza-

tion" have sufficiently wide meanings and

there may be nothing to object to. But

whether Professor Mills intends them to

have such meanings, we are in doubt. If

his view is that the education of the whole

man can be effected along the lines of this

constant reference to sense perceptions

and relations, i.e., that accurate observations

of sensory phenomena and the work of

generalizing from these phenomena, if

carried on in an ascending ratio of intricacy

and difficulty, would result in the develop-

ment of the whole human organism, or the

highest part of that organism, we cannot

accept it. To our thinking, a human being

educated strictly on such principles, would

be but a dwarfed, one-sided specimen of the

race. He would illustrate more fully

though he might feel less deeply, the in-

completeness, the sense of deadness in the

higher nature, to which some distinguishec

men of science have confessed, in view ol

the imperfect development of whole classei

of their faculties, and those the highest in

order of intellectual and moral excellence.

Let us try to make our meaning a littl

clearer. Does Professor Mills imply that th,

organs which stand related to the materia

world are our only sources of knowledge-

that there can be nothing in the intellec

which was not first in the sense ? On

would almost think so. And yet when h

speaks of grammar as being introduced a

a period when the mind was unfitted fo

abstractions, he implies that there comes

time when it is not so unfitted. The ques

tion then arises whether this power o

abstraction is not a part of the menta

organism which requires development and,
if so, whether that development is not best

attained by commencing at the earliest pos-
sible period to accustom the child to try its

powers of abstraction-whether, in fact, the s

order of nature, as indicated in a deeper s

study of the action of the human mind, is t

not rather followed when we pass as rapidly

as may be found expedient from perform-

ing our educational processes upon the

material furnished by the senses, to deal

with other classes of thouglt-objects sug-
gested, or first brought into consciousness
by these, but really different in kind. We

can but suggest, by way of illustration, im

addition to the general and abstract notions

whicl the child really soon becomes capable

of using, such subjective phenomena as the

moral judgments, the mental concepts, the

products of reflection, of imagination, and
so forth. There is really no question about

following the method of nature. The

vital question is as to what that method

really is. Because all mental development
of the child begins with sense phenomena,
and the processes performed, if we may

so say upon these, does it necessarily fol-

low that it ends there ? May it not be

rather the crowning distinction between
man and all other animals that, in the order
of nature, he quickly learns or may learn
to pass from the objects of sense to others

of a subtler class; that he makes of the

former stepping-stones by means of which

he may rise to higher things ? If this view
is nearer the truth, would it or would it not

follow that he is the better, the true teacher,
who leads the minds of his pupils gradually
but steadily away from the lower'to the
higher functions of his complex organism ?
Were not man's faculties given him for
higher work than the mere study of nature,
noble and ennobling as that study undoubt-
edly is?

THE complete novel in the November
number of Lippincott's Magazine, " More
than Kin," is from the well-known pen of
Marion Harland. It is a tale of love, sorrow,
and misunderstanding, in which one domes-
tic tragedy narrowly misses bringing in
another; but darkness gives way to light at
last. Other articles, poems, sketches, etc.,
as usual.

- IN the November number of The Arena
Professor Buchanan discusses the practical

e appplication of the new education in an
e article which is of peculiar interest to teach-
t ers. We hope to refer to it again. A paper
r of peculiar interest to young authors, and

indeed to all lovers of American literature,
is entitled " The West in Literature," by
Hamlin Garland. There are numerous other
articles of the usual excellence on topics of
livinginterest.

AMONG the excellent things in the

ovember St. Nieota8, next to Whittier's
eautiful poem,girls will no doubt prefer the
Kate Douglas Wiggin's serial,"Polly Oliver's
Problem," and boys will select Stoddard's
erial, "The White Cave"; but after the
igh of satisfaction and regret that signifies
he ending of the first chapters o? these

ong stories, both will no doubt turn to Felix
Leigh's clever story "A Giant in Frag-
nents," or to Burrough's interesting bio-

graphy of " A Young Marsh-Hawk." There-
after (or before, maybe) will come the pick-

out of little sweet bits, like the funny jingles
Ilustrated by Birch and by Newell, or the
poring over the touching story of the
'Siren," by Henry Bacon, the laughing at
'Jack Dilloway's Scheme," or "The Geo-
metrical Giraffe "-but how is one to specify
ia number like this ? It is as bright as a

button, and as good as gold.

Scribner's Magazine for November con-
tains the second of its group of preliminary
articles on " The World's Fair," this one be-
ing an account of " Chicago's Part in the
World's Fair," by Franklin McVeagh, one
of the prominent citizens of Chicago. His
account of what Chicago has accomplished
is a wonderful record of enterprise and suc-
cessful achievement. He shows how that
city has shouldered responsibilities which
belonged to the United States Government
Commission; how she has supplied eleven
million dollars instead o? the five that it

was expected she would furnish; how she
has arranged a site for the fair which in
extent, situation, plan, and adornment ex-
ceeds anything ever before attempted, and
that she has provided buildings equally re-
markable in size, variety, and artistic value.
Mr. McVeagh then points out how Chicago
will adequately meet the question of trans-
porting people.

THE November Century is the first nuin-
ber of the forty-fifth volume and of the
twenty-third year of this magazine, which,
while preserving the general characteristics
which have given it vogue, is striking out
freshly into new paths. The frontispiece is
the portrait of an American of whom his
countrymen have reason to be pnoud-the
historian Francis Parkman-and the com-
plexion of Mr. Parkham's series of historical
narratives on the French power in North
Ainerica is further accentuated by two short
articles by Mr. Lowell (an unfinished sketch)
and by Dr. Edward Eggleston, both of whom
lay stress upon the importance of this work.
Articles which strike into the midst of cur-
rent discussion are " Plain Words to Work-
ingmen," by one of them, Fred Woodrow;
" Does the Bible Contain Scientific Errors ?"
by Prof. Charles W. Shields, of Princeton;
and " Some Exposition Uses of Sunday," by
Bishop Potter, in further discussion of the
question of opening the World's Fair for the
entire week. The last topic is also discuss
ed editorially, and by Dr. Washington
Gladden in an Open Letter. Other articles,
sketches, poems, etc., too numerous to men-
tion separately make up the number.

MANITOBA is rapidly forging to the front

in educational matters. Brandon's new

Central School building is 130 x 90, con-

tains sixteen rooms, and cost $37,000.
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LITERATURE FOR THE ENTRANCE

EXAMINATION.*
BY THO8. DOWIXR, MDHURST.

ACCORDING as it is handled in the public schools,
it seems to me that it is quite within the range of
possibility to create (or at any rate to foster) in the
minds of entrance candidates a life-long love for, or
hatred of literary pursuits : and consequently to
open or to close to them inexhaustible stores of
pleasure and of profit. On the one hand, by mak-
ing the Literature Lessons laborious tasks, to which
teacher and pupils alike are constrained to gird
themselves with effort and reluctance, we may cause
a reaction to set in, which, when the dreaded ordeal
of the Education Department bas become " a pic-
ture on memory's wall," shall cause the emancipat-
ed toilers in the literary mine to throw books to the
winds, and in the enjoyment of their newly-recov-
ered freedom from bookish slavery to forswear for
ever all avoidable reading.

On the other hand, if by judicious methoda we
can make the literature lessons so interesting that
all will look forward with pleasure to that class,
and the scholars are impressed more and more with
an ever-deepening sense of advantages which may
be derived from a proper use of proper books, we
may lure them on to reap for themselves, in after
years, rich harvests of recreation and of enduring
gain, from wisely-selected books, and send them
out into the world of higher education or of busi-
ness, with minds trained, to some extent at least, to
discriminate between the chaff and the wheat of lit-
erature, that they may know how to refuse the evil
and choose the good.

" How to do this " is one of the most important
educational questions of the day : because the study
of English Literature is now receivin2 unwonted
attention from the authorities, and seems likely ere
long to take its rightful place on a par with, if not
above, the study of the ancient classics. Why have
the works of the Greek and of the Roman writers
so long monopolized the attention of those engaged
in higher education, to the practical exclusion of
English Literature as a distinct branch of study ?
In it not true that there has been, in the past, de-
voted to Greek and Latin, a large amount of atten-
tion in High Schools and Universities, which
might more profitably have been given to English ?
Is there in the thoughts of those heathen poets, or-
ators, and statesmen of antiquity, or in their meth-
ods of expressing those thoughts, anything so in-
herently superior to the thoughts and modes of ex-
pression of the Christian masters of English that
they deserve to be held up, in preference, before the
youth of our country as models for study and imi-
tation ? Seeing what susceptible creatures we are,
is there not a certain amount of danger that the
perusal of 'writings imbued with polytheism and
teeming with allusions to and descriptions of the
Bacchanalian orgies and incestuous loves of their
mythological deities may have a demoralizing influ-
ence upon the reader ? I wonder whether any of
the immorality, scepticism, and rank unbelief of
the present day could be traced back to some such
source. Have not many of the advantages result-
ing (or appearing to result) from a thorough course
of training in the so-called dead languages, been
the effects of the methods of study adopted, rather
than of any peculiar merit in the works studied ?
And would not those peculiarly beneficial methods
of study, if exercised as assiduously in the fields of
English Literature, be productive of infinitely bot-
ter results, unmarred by many of the baneful
effects of false beliefs.

Formerly a knowledge of anaient languages was
necessary as a tool, as a key, to unlock the hidden
literary treasures of by-gone ages-in whose myth-
ology were locked up many secrets of nature and
of art, known to the priests only. But now that the
light of science is so wideIy diffused and we possess
so many and such perfect translations of all that is
worth knowing in the old writings, there is surely
no longer any need to consider their study in the
original languages essential to a liberal education ?

If then a student does not need Greek and Latin
for philological, or for professional purposes, and

*A Paper resd before the N.rth Simcoe Teachers' Association,
at Barrie, October sth, 1892. Published by request of Associa-
tion.

has not time to devote to their study, as well as to
the higher study of English, let him devote his at-
tention exclusively to the latter with the assurance
that he may reap all or nearly all the advantages to
be gained f rom the former.

Let us try to discover the peculiarly beneficial
feature in the study of dead languages, and then
use it in the study of English. Perhaps the first
thing that the much-befoigged would-be linguist bas
to do is laboriously to dig out of his lexicon the lit-
eral word for word translation of some knotty pass-
age. This turning of leaves, a merely mechanical
operation, cannot surely be of much benefit ; so it
muât be in the next step of the process that the
benefit cones in, viz., in the all-important problem
of " making sense," as we used to call it at Rugby.
There is a chance for intellectual growth, for in
that process of " making sense " the student is
oblige: to concentrate all his faculties upon the -
work in hand to enable him to express in the best
language at his command the crude ideas which be
bas with such arduous and useless labor extracted
from their ancient hiding place. la there anything
useful about this which cannot be bad equally well
in the study of the works of English writers? la
not " doing our beat " every step of the way the
only sure road to success in everything ?

Perhaps no hard and fast rules for the teaching
of literature are possible, even if desirable ; but
surely some broad principles may be laid down for
our guidance. One of the greatest difficulties that
I have had to contend with in my efforts to teach
" Entrance Literature " has been want of time.
There seem to be so many and such interesting
roads for research branching out in all directions
from every paragraph-yes, almost every sentence
-of any work that is worth studying at all that a
very short excursion along a few of them will run
away with all the time. The literature, the work
itself should be studied, not the " History of Liter-
ature," which consists largely of dates and names.
It is easy to study and talk much about literature.
But as it is vastly more important toknow the mul-
tiplication table, the Arabic system of notation, the
alphabet, and their uses, than to know with the
minutest accuracy when, where and by whom they
were brought into use, so it is of primary impor-
tance in the study of Literature to find out what
is written and the useful ends it serves, after which
we may go on to consider minor details, as we have
time.

I remember thinking that I was studying Chem-
istry, while I was learning the names of great chem-
ists and their discoveries with dates ; so I believe
there is danger of thinking that we are studying
literature, while in fact we are only learning about
it. The# tirst and most important object being to
make sure that the author's meaning is understood
by every individual in the class, we should direct
all our efforts towards that end. We should strive
to make sure that the pupi comprehends and ap-
preciates the beauties of the piece under considera-
tion (to the extent of his capacity) and [not(?)] spend
the time at first in turning the lesson into a text,
or mine, out of which to draw material for miscell-
aueous exercises in analysis, parsing, derivation, etc.
When we study a picture we do not direct our first
attention to the canvas on which it is painted, or
to the oil with which the colors were mixed. A fine
statue is admired more for its perfect proportions
and beauty of outine than for the material of
which it is composed, so let us remember that a
literary gem is equally a work of art and to be
regarded as such.

When the student knows what is writteniethim
go on to find out by whom, how, why, when and
where it was written, etc. With the firet object in
view, let teacher and clasm go over the work
together, line by line, removing, not by telling
everything, but by judicious questioning, each dif-
ficulty as it is met with ; explaining allusions to
persons, places, events, etc., finding places on maps,
giving the meanings of diflicult passages of poetry
in prose, etc., till every word and every phrase is
fairly understood. Let the pronounciation of every
strange word be correct the first time that it is
heard, because first impressions are lasting, and it
is easier to learn five new things than to unlearn
one old one. Take nothing for Lrranted as being
understood. Pupils often think they understand,
when really they know nothing about the meaning
of a passage. Children very often attach totally
wrong meaninga to the simplest words, because
they have met the same, or somewhat similar com-

binations of letters in different situations. Conse-
quently, the best form of literature lesson is a con-
tinued conversation between the teacher and the
class ; the teacher drawing as much as possible
from the pupils' own experience, striving to lead
them from and through the known to the unknown,
so that they may feel afterwards as though they had
known it all before. Native plants flourish best,
so we shall succeed best when we can develop the
pupils' own ideas, or when those fail, graft our
own ideas as branches upon their own stocks.

The class will then be in a position to read in-
telligently, not like Milton's daughter reading Greek
to lier blind father without understanding what she
read. Can you imagine any intelligent person tak-
ing up, of his own free will, a book made up chieflyof words which he does not understand and reading
it for pleasure ? How then is it likely that pupils
if they leave school without the ability to read in-
telligently, will read much at home to educate
theiselves ? But one who cati read with ordinary
intelligence, having plenty of good books at his side,
need never be long louely; nieed never feel as
deeply as others not so blessed, the lack of congen-
ial society ; for through his books he can hold
sweet converse with the brightest and best spirits
of this and of past ages. If. therefore, we
can implant or arouse in our pupils a love of good
books, for the sake of information, inspiration, or
even recreation they afford, we have done much
towards placing within their reach a remedy for
many of "the ills that flesh is heir to." Reading
aloud is an important part of the study of litera-
turc. A classical composition appeals to the cars as
well as to the understanding (or to speak more cor-
rectly it appeals to the intellect through the ear more
strongly than through the eye). Therefore, we can
get a more thorough grasp of the author's mean-
ing by hearing his work well read or recited. It is
then by the medium of the car there is achieved
that

"Delight
" And triumph of the poet, who would Nay,A man's more 'Yes,' a woman's common 'No,'

A little human hope of that, or this:
And says the word so that it burns you through
With a special revelation, shakos the heart
Of all the men and women in the world
As if one came back from the dead
And spoke with eyes too happy, a familiar thingBecome divine i' the utterance."

Of course not all can thus interpret the gems of
literature. But all cau improve, more or less, andsome fairly good readers may be produced in alimost
every school.

Having progressed so far towards the mnastery of
the piece (whether poetry or prose), the finest pas-
sages should be committed to memory and recited,thus storng the mind with food for thought. If
you have ever taken part in dialogues, or in ama-
teur theatricals, you will probably remember how
strangely and unexpectedly parts of your speeches
would recur to your mind, and fit in with the every-
day events of your lives. Thus a good work thor-
oughly mastered and incorporated with the mental
furniture as " a thing of beauty" becomes to the
happy possessor " a joy forever." The under-
standing is enriched and nourished with exquisite
thoughts mustead of starving on inanities.

Although the select works of our great writers
were not intended by their authors to serve as texts
for school exorcises, yet they do furnish the beat
mnaterials for all kinds of language lessons : and
perhaps such lessons can be both more pleasantly
and more profitably taught from them than in any
other way. Then why not use the best ?

When the plot or train of thought, or purpose of
the work has been matured, require the scholars to
reproduce the outline or substance of it in their own
words, first orally, then in writing, as an exercise
in composition. If a long work is under consider-
ation, let them first take a convenient portion at a
time, and afterwards combine the parts into one
whole.

Having thus found out what our author bas said
we muay, if " old Father Time " is propitious, go onto consider with the class, " How " the writer has
expressed himaelf : what striking features and
devices have been used to arouse and sustain our
attention, to bring about the exchange of thought
which has taken place : how his thoughts have
become ours. That is, we may study the nature
and form of the vehicle or artistic medium of
thought. As words are the material, we can study
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their origin, form and uses: as we might examine
the canvas, oil, and colors of which a picture is
composed, or the chiselled marble of a statue. If
the words used are old-fashioned and uncommon,
enquire why they were so. If you are studying
poetry examine whether the words are purely
poetic, or could be used with equal propriety in
prose. Notice whether the writer shows that he
bas at his command a rich vocabulary (i.e., a plen-
tiful flow of words), or otherwise Observe how he
arranges the parts of speech. If they are transpos-
ed, find out whether it is (a) for the sake of rhyme
or of rhythm ; (b) for emphasis ; (c) or for the sake
of originality. Consider whether be is verbose or
concise in his statements.

If the writer is diffuse is it (1) to prevent ambig-
uity ; (2) to express strong feeling ; (3) or. for
emphasis, that he uses so much circumlocution ? If
he bas tried to convince us of anything, are bis
premises and conclusions logically arranged ? And
are bis arguments sound and con vincing ? What
kind of sentences has he used ? Are they periodic ?
Ioose? compromised ? balanced i long or short? How
are the paragraphs constructed and arranged ? Does
he observe the rules relating to : (1) Writing ; (2)
Explicit Reference ; (3) Parallel Construction ; (4)
Continuity and Method ; (5) Proportion ; (6) Vari-
ety and Transition.

We may point out the force or nature of the chief
figures of speech, without troubling much about
their Greek and Latin names. If the author bas
used similes and metaphors, etc.. ask " Do they
help us to understand him, or do they obscure his
meaning ? " Do they arouse our feelings ? If the
subject-matter bas been treated of by other writ-
ers, compare their modes of treatment. Advanced
classes can consider the author's style. Enquire as
to " simplicity." Is the comparison easy to under-
stand because it is expressed in simple, easily under-
stood words, or, like our Public SchoolHistory, does
it need translating into the vernacular before any
ordinary mortal can gather the sense of it ?

As to " Clearness." If the writer does use high-
flown language and loves a Greek or a Latin poly-
syllable, where a good, old, honest Anglo-Saxon
monosyllable would serve every purpose, does he
express himself clearly, (that is, without confusion
of ideas)? As to "Impressiveness" of style, we
inay ask does the perusal of this work excite in us
contempt for what the writer condemns. and admi-
ration for what he praises ? Does he introduce
striking incidents, vivid contrasts, sarcasm, wit,
satire, etc. ? Is the style marked by active strength.
(1) Originality of Thought; (2) Harmony of Lan-
guage and Subject ; (3) Harniony of Scenery and
Incident; (4) Harmony of Person and bis Words
and Deeds ; (5) Harmony of Incidents and the
Plot of the Story ? And in variety is it character-
ized by animation, vivacity, liveliness, rapidity,
brilliancy, nerve, vigor, force, energy, fervor, dig-
nity, stateliness, splendor, grandeur, magnificence,
loftiness or sublimity. according to the require-
ients of the piece ? Is it marked by passive

strength in pathos, love, pity, benevolence, human-
ity, etc. ?

The main object of poetry being to give pleasure,
we should, in the consideration of a poetical compo-
sition into which painful incidents have been intro-
duced, notice how pain is redeemed, that is, we
should observe what ameliorating conditions or
facts have been woven into the story, to neutralize
the painful and produce a pleasing effect upon the
mind.

In the skilful " Redemption of Pain " in included
inuch of the poet's art, bocause to exclude pain
from poetry would be to write of an unnatural state
of things since it is such an important element of
life : and, on the other hand, to leave it unmitigated
in the poem would be unpoetical.

Draw attention to the " Music " of Poetry : (1)
in rnelodious syllables ; (2) in alliteration ; (3) in
rhymes ; (4) in the harmony of the sounds of let-
ters and syllables with sounds, inovenients, etc., in
Nature, which they are intended to represent. Soft,
liquid,smoothly-flowingsyllables beiug used to repre-
sent easy motion, etc., and hard, harsh, rasping, gut-
tural sounds to denote difficulty of movement, etc.

Notice, too, the picturesqueness of descriptions
(1) of still life in nature, in animals, and in men,
Produced by the use of words denoting siae, posi-
tion, light, color, etc., etc., and (2) similarity of
action in the elements, in dumb animnals, or men in
activity, expressed by means of words denoting
direction, motion, resistance, sound, odor, etc., etc.

As to " Taste," in the whole piece in good taste,
or does it exhibit mannerisms, disagreeable peculi-
arities, etc. Does it show care in preparation and
a finished polish, or can you detect haste and neg-
ligence of execution ? Does it seem to have been
written for the sake of imparting pleasure or infor-
mation, or merely as a pedantic display of erudi-
tion ?

In addition to all the lines of study which 1 have
already indicated, we may enter upon formal gram-
matical analysis, parsing, derivation, scansion, and
a hundred and one other minor matters ; to say
nothing of studying the life and times of the author
in order to discover " Why," " When and
" Where " he wrote : all of which information is
necessary to enable us to appreciate any great lit-
erary work ; so that we may know the immediate
(remote and near) causes that developed or influ-
enced the author's genius, and so colored bis mes-
sage : for it is generally coqceded that writers,
(particularly poets) reflect the age in which they
live. That is to say, the modes of thought, pre-
vailing sentiments, and tastes of their day are
reproduced in their writings.

Finally, our teaching of " Literature" will have
become in the highest sense successful when we
shall have brought our pupils to love reading, and
eagerly to cultivate an ever-extending acquaintance
with the Great and the Good of the Past and of the
Present by studying their literary works for the
sake of the Truth theycontain ; the ennobling sen-
timents they inculcate ; and the higher ideals they
present.

W Scierc *
Edited by W. H. Jenkins, B.A., Science Master,

Owen Sound Collegiate Institute.

A LESSON IN ELEMENTARY BOTANY.

THE following outline lesson by F. Lilian Taylor,
is taken from the Public Behool Journal. It will be
found suggestive in many ways, not only to High
School masters, but to many Public School teachers
who are introducing natural science studies into
their schools :

THE HAND-SHAPED LEAF.

The pupils have previously become familiar with
the terms blade, stem, veina, point, and midrib.

All the children are provided with maple leaves.
Their teacher directs and questions. The children
raise hands and after sufficient time has been given
for observation, individual pupils are called on for
answers. The following questions suggest the
method of arousing the children's observation and
thought:

Lay the maple leaf on your hand. Count the
points of the leaf. How many fingers have you?
In what is the maple leaf like your hand ?

Which is your longest finger? Which is the
longest point of the maple leaf ? Notice the fingers
each side of the middle finger. Now touch the
points of the leaf on each side of the middle point.
Tell what you observe. Hold up your hand and
spread out your fingers. Draw your fingers along
all the large ribs which spread out and make the
framework of the leaf.

Tell all the ways in which the maple leaf is like
your hand. What shape shall we call it? Who
will came to the desk and find another hand-shaped
leaf ? The lesson concludes by drawing the leaf.

THE QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF AIR.
THE usual methods given for the qualitative an-

alysis of air are unsatisfactory for junior students.
It is a common experience to find pupils who con-
clude that the gas remaining after the phosphorus
has burned has come from the phosphorus, or is a
product of phosphorus with something in the air.
To upset the former conclusion it is necessary to
prove that P is an element, a step which is quite
unadvisable in our High Schools. The latter con-
clusion is also not capable of easy disproof. As a
substitute for the above the following is offered :

Expt. 1.--Arrange apparat us as in Fig 1. In the
flask place a quantity of clean mercury. In the col-
lecting bottle put water to about one-third its
height and invert as in fig. Now boil the mercury
gently for a couple of days. Note the height of the

water in the collecting bottle at the beginning and
at the end of the experiment. Test the gas remain-
ing in the collecting bottle with a lighted taper.
The pupils will note that on begiinning we have

mercury and air, on concluding we have mercury, a
red powder, and a gas which will extinguish the
taper. They will also note that about one-fifth of
the original air bas disappeared.

Expt. 2. -Take some of the red powder from ex-
periment 1 and heat as mentioned in H.S. Chem-
istry under head of Oxygen. The notes of the
pupils will show that on commencing we had a red
pow er, at the end inercury and a gas which will
re-light a glowing splint.

Expt. 3.-Mix the gas obtained in Expt. 1 with
that obtained in Expt. 2 and test for air.

SENIOR LE WVING ZOOLOGY.
OUTLINE NOTES OF A LESSON ON A FISH.

BEFORE taking up the fish, the class bas worked
over the gross anatomy of the frog as a type of
vertebrate structure, following generally the plan
laid down in Huxley & Martin's Practical Biology.
Drawings have been made of various skeletal
structures, and of the whole skeleton to show the
correlation of parts. The fish taken for study was
the one most accessible, viz., the common lake
whitefish-Coregonus.

(a) Place the fish on its aide and draw. The main
points to be noted in this drawing are the position
and number of the fins, their general shape and
character ; position and relative size of the eyes and
head ; the lateral line, and other superficial char-
acters.

(b) Detach, magnify, and draw a scale, indicating
the free and attached edges.

(c) Pass guarded bristles into all external
opemîngs.

(d) Note the variations in coloration.
(e) Lay the specimen on its side. With scissors

carefully cut an opening in front of the pectoral fins
and carry the incision to near the posterior opening,
then cut upwards, and around the dorsal edge of
the body cavity and the gill-cover, being careful not
to injure any underlying organ. Remove the side
wall and,without disturbing, draw the exposed parts.

(To be continued.) .

SIMPLE APPARATUS FOR EXPERIMENTAL
SCIENCE.

To show the diffusion of gases.-Apparatus-A
test tube, and a tumbler, plaster of paris. The
test tube to have a hole in the bottom. Mix the
plaster of paris ; dip the mouth of the test tube
into the plaster and retmove to dry. Fill the test-
tube with gas (coal gas will do), and set the tube
with the broken end in water and allow to stand for
some time.

To show the absorption of carbon dioxide by char-
coal.-Apparatus-Two test tubes, one with a hole
in the bottom. Fit both with corks and connect by
rubber tubing. Place the broken tube in water.
Remove the cork from the other tube ; fill it with
CO2 , and put in a couple of pieces of glowing char-
coal ; quickly insert the cork. Why does the water
rise in the broken tube ?

" An author does good work if he does nothing
more than simplify apparatus used in teaching
science.'"-Scientiflc American.

THE PLACE OF NATURAL SCIENCE IN A
SCHOOL COURSE.

HIsToRY in the liberal sense surveys the field of
human life in its typical forms, and furnishes the
best illustrative moral materials. Nature study
opens the door to the real world in all its beauty,
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variety, and law. The formal studies constitute an
indispensable part of useful and disciplinary know-
ledge, but they should occupy a secondary place in
courses of study because they deal with the form
rather than with the content of the sciences. It is
a fundamental error to place formal studies in the
certre of the school course, and to subordinate
everything to their mastery. History and natural
science, on the contrary, having the richest know-
ledge content, constitute a natural centre for all
educative efforts. They make possible a strong de-
velopment of will-energy because their intere4ing
inaterials furnish strong and legitimate incentives
to mental activity, and an enlarged field and
opportunity to voluntary effort in pursuit of clear
and attractive aims.-Dr. Chas. McMurry, in Gen-
eral Method.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
1. Where can I get a microscope suitable for ex-

amining plants, their structure, etc. ? 2. Would
same micrcscope be useful in examining the various
smaller organs of human body ? 3. What will such
microscope cost ? 4. How many times greater
will it magnify? P.G.M.

[I. Lyman Bros. & Co., Montreal, are agents for
a very good student's microscope (E. Leitz). 2.
Yes. 3. Twenty-two dollars and a half. 4. Fron
84 to 600 times, according to the combinations of
the objectives and eye-pieces used.]

e er qYcs. '4e-
All communications intended for this departnent

should be sent before the 20th of each month to
Chas. Clarkson, B.A., Seaforth, Ont.

THE HIGH SCHOOL JUNIOR LEAVING AND
UNIVERSITY PASS MATRICULATION.

ARITHMETIC AND MENSURATION.

NOTE.-Candidates for Matriculation will take
sections A and B. Candidates for Junior Leaving
will take sections B and C.

A.
1. A gallon contains 277.274 cubic inches ; a

cubic foot of water weighs 62.5 pounds. If mer-
cury weigh 13.5 times as much as water, how many
gallons of mercury will weigh a ton ?

2. A marksman shooting at a target at a distance
of 500 yds. hears the bullet strike the target 31
seconds after he fired. A spectator, equally dis-
tant from the target and the marksman, hears the
shot strike 1; seconds after he heard the report.
Find the velocity of the bullet and of sound.

3. A dealer has 1,000 bats for sale ; at first he
sells so as to gain 50/ on the cost price ; after a
time he lets the remainder go for what he can get,
and finds lie loses on these latter sales 10%. If his
total gain be 29% how many hats did he sell at a
gain of 50% ?

B.

4. (a) Every prime number when divided by 6
will leave a remainder of either 1 or 5.

(b) Add 4567, 1572, 7354, 6251, 3216, which are
in the scale of 8, and express the result in the scale
of ten.

(c) Explain how to determine by inspection whe-
ther any given fraction will produce a terminated
or repeating decimal.

5. A watch was 4 minutes slow on July lst at
noon, and on July 6th at midnight it was 2 min-
utes and 20 seconds fast. What is the true time
on July 12th, when the watch indicates a quarter
to ton in the morning?

6. A mortgage for $1,800 dated April lst, 1889,
and bearing interest at 6%, bas endorsed upon it
the following payments:-Oct. 12th, 1889, $300 ;
Sept. 15th, 1890, $450 ; Nov. lst, 1891, $250.
How much would pay off the mortgage on
Nov. lst, 1892, each payment to cover interest to
date ?

7. A merchant bought 200 yards of cloth at
$1.50 per yard, payable in three months, and sold
it one month after at $1.75 per yard, payable in
four months. To pay the purchase money be bor-
rowed for the necessary time at the rate of 6%
per annum. Find his gain or loss on the transac-
tion,

8. A man secures a net income of $2,312.20 from
a fixed salary, and the rent of a house. On the
house, which rents for $50 a month, there is a
mcrtgage of $2,000 at 6% per annum, $4,000 insur-
ance at 1¼% premium, taxes, at the rate of 19 mills
on the dollar, on an assessment of $5,000, and on
his salary a tax of 10 mills on the dollar, with $400
exempt. What is his salary ?

9. The capital of a trading company consista of
4,000 shares of $80 each in A stock and 2,000 shares
of $25 each in B stock. In dividing the profits,
5% of the amount of each share is first paid, and
the remainder is then divided equally amongst the
shareholders. The profits of the business in one
year being $34,853.50, how much would be paid to
the bolder of a share in A stock and B stock res-
pectively ?

10. Twenty years ago a man insured his life for
$10,000, paying an annual premium of 2%. Dur-
ing the first ten years money could have been in-
vested at 6%, and at 4% during the next ten years.
If he should die now, which would have been the
more profitable investment for his family i

C.
11. Two circles have their radii 12 feet, and

12 ,/3 feet respectively, and their centres 24 feet
apart. Show that the area of the portion common
to both circles is 24(5 r - 6 /3) square feet, and
that the perimeter of this portion is 4 r ( /3 +2)
feet.

12. A triangular room having its aides 20, 21
and 29 feet, is to be covered as completely as pos-
sible with a carpet 2 feet wide. The strips of car-
pet are to run parallel to the longest aide, and are
not to be split or cut diagonally. How many
square feet of the room will be left bare ?

13. A line passing through the centre of a sphere
is moved so as to describe a circle upon the sphere.
If the radius of this circle as a plane circle is 2,
and the radius of the sphere is 4, show that the
total surface of the conical sector so determined is
87(5 - 2 /3).

SOLUTIONS.

By W. PRENDERGAST, B.A., Seaforth Collegiate
Institute.

1. x x ×¶¼ ×1QxW=No. of lbs. in 1
gal. of mercury.

2000 x 10 x 1000 x 1728 x 10 2048000

625x277274 135 138637
-14.772 gals. in a ton mercury.
2. Time required by bullet to travel from marks-

man to target + time required by sound to travel
from target to narksman=3 sec.

Time required by bullet to travel fron marks-
man to target=13"

vel. of sound='500yds. per 1,2 sec.
=1100 ft. per sec.

and vel. of hullet =900 ft. per suc.
3. Let x=No. sold at gain of 50%

x - ?(1000 - x)=290
x = 650. Axs.

4. (a) lst. All prime numbers are odd.
2nd. Sinice the product of 6 and any whole num-

ber (odd or even) is even, and the difference be-
tween an odd and even number is odd, therefore
any odd number divided by 6 will give for re-
nainder either 1 or 5.

3rd. 3 could not be the remainder, since in that
case the number itself would be divisible by 3, but
the number is prime, and therefore the remainder,
when number is divided by 6, is either 1 oc 5.

(b) 27424
8
23

4567 8
1572 188
7354 8
6251 1506
3216 8

27424 in scale of 8. 12052 in scale of 10.
(c) If the denominator of fraction bas no prime

factors except 2 or 5, the decimal will terminate, and
if denominator bas any prime factor other than 2
or 5 the decimal will repeat.

5. From noon July lat to midnight July 6th =
132 hrs.

From 2½' past midnight July 6th to 9.45' a.m.
July 12th =129 hrs., 43î

Watch travels 132 hre., 6½' in 131 true hrs.
1t is required to find the number of true brs. in

129.43é watch hre.

132 x 1298-4 132 x 23348
- -129 hrs., 36tg8 4î'

132w 23779
correct time is 361JÇ minutes past 9.

6. From April lst to Oct. 12th, '89=194 days
" Oct. 12, '89, to Sept 15, '90=338 days

From Sept. 15, '90, to Nov. 1, '91=1 year and
47 days.

Int. on $1800 for 194 days at 6%=$57.402
$300-57.402=$242.597 the part of principal

paid Oct. 12th.
1557.402 =part of prin. unpaid after Oct. 12th.
Int. on this amt. for 338 days=$86.531
1557.402+86.531-450=1193.933, principal due

after Sept. 15, '90.
Int. ou $1193.933 for 1 yr. 47 days=81.1342
$1193.933 + 81.1342 -250 = $1025.267 = prin. due

after Nov. 1, 1890.
Amt. of $1025.267 for 1 yr.=$1086.781, amt. due

Nov. 1, 1892.
7. $300=cost. $3=int. for 2 mos.
$303=cost payable at same time as selling price

is received
350 = selling price
$47=gain at time s. p. is received.

8. $120=int. on mortgage
50=premium on insurance
95=taxes

265 $335 =net income f rom house
400 =part of salary exempt.

2312.50-400-335=$1577.20= % taxable part
of salary

total salary-400-+(Vce x 15771)=$1993.

9. First, on one share of A stock a dividend of
$4 is paid.

On one share of B stock a. dividend of $11 is paid.
In this way total amount paid = 5% o

(320,000+50,000)=$18,500
34853.50-18500=16353.50 to be divided among

6000 shareholders, which gives 2.7255 + to each.
.*. 2.7255+4 = $6.725+ is paid to holder of the

share of A stock.
and $3.975+ is paid to holder of one share of B

stock.
10. Annual premium=$200 (paid at beginning of

year). If that premium were invested it would in
20 years amount to

200[1.0410 +1.04) + ... .1.04]+200[1.06 10 +1.06e
+ . 1.. 1.06) (1.04)10

10410 -1 1.0610-1
=200(l.04) 04 +200 (1.06) (1.04)10 -[10 . (.6)1044

=200[" (1.041 - 1) + .04 (1.0610 -1).04 .06

=200[(26 x . 4 8 0 2 4)+ 1(106 x 1.48024 x .79805)]
= $6633.536 +
i.e., the insurance policy would be more profit-

able.
N

P

11. CNP=90° because NC2+NP2=C2
A CNP=j equilateral A because CP=2CN and

L N =90

.*. CLNCP=LCKCP=60°, CLNPC=LCKPC=30°

CO=6, PO=18, NO=6,/ 3
Area of sector of left hand circle= 122 xr X ×Î8

=48 7r

Area of A NCK=36 /3
.'. area ot segment NAK=48wr - 36,/3
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Similarly area of segment NBK=727r -108,I3

Ares of common part =24(5 7 - 6 / 3.) ANS.

Arc NAK=' x 27r x12=87r

Arc NBK=ý x 27 x123= 47r /3

Perimeter of common part=4 r ( /3 +2)

20 x 21
12.

of carpet.

xy Bx

AN BA'

14t=AN, .". there will he 7 pieces

2 X 20
Bx = - =5? (Euc. VI.,Prop. 4.)

_1 f

By= 4[2  4
Area A Bxy=4

Similarly A PQC= 2 , PC=18, PQ =L
A=90° since 292=202+212

AL=20-(7x,)=ýf, PC=Q
AG=21-(7X2)= 7

Area of uncarpeted = ( xïax ) + (7x ) +
(7 x 4)=

2 81,5 . ANS.

13. The conical surface of a segment of a sphere
=the surface of a cylinder of same radius as sphere
and of height=to thickness of segment.

Thickness of segment= 4 -(4 2 -2 2)=4- 2 43
Spherical surface of conical sector=4x2r x

(4 - 2 43)= 8 r (4 - 23)

Conical surface of conical sector - 4 2x w X

2X27
4--i 8 wr
4x2w=8

Total surface=8r(5-
2 NI3 )

CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. W. S. HowELL, Sombra, points out the
omission of d in the solution of No. 47, p. 156, in
the last line but one. It was intended to read :-
"All giving a remainder d less than the divisor
used." His solution of the pulley question is re-
served for consideration.

MR. J. MCINTOSH, Pinkerton, objects to the
solution of No. 6 in Entrance paper of July, 1892,
that " no equations are intended for Public school
children," and offers a solution which is simply an
equation not f ully expressed. The " Arithmetical
Equation " is the basis of almost every operation in
arithmetic. True it is that few text-books give it
due prominence, but nevertheless it furnishes the
simplest and clearest expression of the reasoning
involved in most problems, and Public school chil-
dren ought to learn to put down their solutions in
equational form at the very beginning of their
studies. When thus expressed the reasoning in
concise and easily followed. Kirkland and Scott's

Elementary Arithmetic marked a distinct advance

in this regard ; can any one tell the reason why it
was " dis-authorized ?" Does any one presume
to say that the present Public School Arithmetic
can compare with the former book in clearness?
We pause for an answer.

MR. C. JoHNsoN, Ivan, sends solution of No.

143, p. 274, H. Smith's Arithmetic. This problem
bas. been solved in these columns every year since
THE JOURNAL began publication. Mr. Johnson's
work is correct ; we repeat the concise solution of
January, 1888 :-To avoid fractions, suppose each
cask holds 20 gallons;

.*. 2(20 gal. - 5 gal. x number hours) =(20 gal. -
4 gal. x number hours)

i.e., 40 gal. -10 gal. x number hours=20 gal. -
4 gal. x number hours

40 gal.=20 gal. +6 gal. x number hours
or 20 gal. ÷6 gal. =number hours= 3 hours.

Bro. Mclntosh will see bore a simple application
of the " Arithmetical Equation."

MR. J. H. PACKHAM, Owen Sound, bas very
kindly sont the Commercial Arithmetic paper set
for Commercial specialists in July last. The ques-
tions, with his solutions, will appear as soon as
practicable. Many thanks.

MRS. A. GLENCROSS, Traverston, requesta solu-
tions to No. 27 in Trade Discount, and to Nos. 34
and 38 in Profit and Loss, High School Arithme-
tic. Will some kind friend oblige ?

Mi. W., Port Ryerse, wishes to see arithmetical
solutions to the three following problems :-

(1) A hare is 200 of ber own paces in front of a
greyhound. If 2 of the greyhound's paces are
equal to 3 of the hare's, and she takes only 3 while
the greyhound takes 4, in how many of the hare's
paces will he overtake ber I

(2) A man, assisted by a boy, completed a job in
15 hours. The man received g of the pay, the boy
1, but the man was paid at double the rate the boy
was in proportion to the amount of work each did.
How many hours would the man unassisted have
taken to do the work ?

(3) Question 102, page 151, Public School Arith-
metic.

No. 3 was solved in the June number. See p.
62, No. 59.

MR. C. D., Frankville, writeq:-Please solve
(1) What successive discount taken twice is the
same as 17i4ý% taken once ? (2) What successive
discount taken three times will reduce $30 to
$21.87 ? (3) A trader can have a certain gain and
allow a discount of 10% when using a yard measure
.72 of an inch too short. What discount can he
allow by using a correct measure and have the
same gain, as before ?

No doubt some of our readers will gratify him.

MR. W. J. HAMILTON, Campellford, takes great
pleasure in adding his mite towards helping THE
JOURNAL by sending the solutions below, which
were asked for last month. We appreciate his
good-will towards this department and his fellow-
workers :-

138. Sinco B makes 45 while A makes 50
and C il 40 , i 50

i B i 45 ri C i 40
or B , 90 ri C il 80

B can give C 10 points in a game of 90.
ANS.

140. 14 miles 6 fur. =77,880 feet.
The amount of water to be drawn from the

canal=14 mi. 6 fur. x48'x 1"
=(77,880'x 48' x.h) cubic ft.
=311,520 cubic ft.

The amount of water in the lock
=(80' x 12' + 8j') cubic ft.

8160 cubic ft.

Since 8160'= passage of 1 barge
1'= ri ilj w barge

and 311,520'= passage of I1a x l barge
=38-4 barges

38 barges. ANS.

To all our friends we return sincere thanks for
the kind things in their letters and for the trouble
they have taken to make THE JOURNAL a useful
medium of self-help among our noblq brotherhood.
If any one deems the answers tardy, let him bear in
mind the dimensions of our constituency and the
mass of matter that must every month be omitted
for want of space, and he will become patient. We
trust that the hints sent by mail to numerous
friends may prove timely and helpful. Let every
teacher love his profession and do all in his power
to educate public opinion up to a higher standard
on educational questions.

You are disappointed. Do you remember, if
you lose your heart about your work, that none of
it is lost ; that the good of every good deed re-
mains, and breeds, and works on forever ; and all
that fails and is lost is the outside shell of the
thing ; which perhaps might have been botter
done, but, better or worse, bas nothing to do with
the real spiritual good which you have done to
men's hearts, for which God will surely repay
you in His own way and time. -Charles Kingsley.

Poe Pfiýý_ fAfgoog1 ?01.

THE WATERMILL.

HARK ! Listen to the watermill
All the live long day,
How the clickings of the wheel
Wear the hours away.
Languidly the sommer winds
Stir the greenwood leaves ;
From the fields the reapers sing
While binding up their sheaves.
And a memory o'er my mind
As a spell is cast :
" The mill can never grind
With the water that is past."

Summer winds revive no more
Leaves strewn over earth and main;
And the sickle ne'er can reap
The gathered grain again.
And the rippling stream flows on,
Tranquil, deep and still :
Never gliding back again
To the watermill.
And the proverb truly speaks,
With a meaning vast :
" The niill can never grind
With the water that is past."

O, the wasted hours of life,
That have swiftly drifted by;
O, the good we might have doue-
Gone and lost, without a sigh ;
Lives that we might once have saved,
By a single kindly word;
Thoughts conceived, but ne'er expressed,
Perishing unpenned, unheard.
Take the lesson to your heart,
Take and hold it fast :
" The mill can never grind
With the water that is past."

Take the lesson to yourself,
Loving heart and true ;
Golden years are fleeting by,
Youth is passing too.
Try to make the most of life,
Lose no happy day ;
Time will never bring you back
Chances swept away.
Keep the proverb fresh and green,
Take and keep it fast:
" The mill will never grind
With the water that is past."

Work while the daylight shines,
Man of strength and will ;
Never does the streamlet glide
Useless by the mill.
Wait not till to-morrow's sun
Shines upon your way;
All that you can call your own
Lies in this to-day.
Power, intellect and health
Cannot, will not last:
" The mill can never grind -

With the water that is past."

FIVE RULES FOR TO-DAY.

1. PLAN the entire day's work before opening
school.

2. Do not condemn hastily either recitations or
conduct.

3. Personally, be yourself all that you desire in
the child.

4. Endeavor to be guided by love in whatever is
said or done.

5. Let no trivial annoyances disturb your own
quietness and confidence.-Faith Upton.

SNATCH time by the forelock and make yourself
useful to the world. The world bas no need for a
person who cannot make the people botter by hav-
ing lived.-John L. Ray.

USE well the moment; what the hour
Brings for thy use is in thy power ;
And what thou best canst understand,
Io just the thing lies nearest to thy hand.

-Anon.
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FIRST LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY.

THE knowledge acquired in the study of geo-
graphy should be a real knowledge of the earth as
the home of man, providing for him food, clothing,
and shelter, supplying objects for bis enjoyment
and study, and so being a means of social, intellec-
tual, and spiritual progress. As a means of mental
culture, also, the study of geography is of great
use. Observation, imagination, memory, judgment,
and language are all exercised in the study, and b'y
it the child's interest in the world about hin is
a wakened in such a way as to increase his sympathy
and love for his fellow-men.

It is evident that these great objects cannot be
attained by learning and reciting facts ordinarily
found in a text-book, especially if the facts stand in
the pupils' minds in a disconnected way and unre-
lated to any experience of theirs or to any direct
use.

PREPARATORY LESSONs.-Before geography as a
study is begun, children need to acquire a proper
habit of observation, and to gather facts which will
aid them in their subsequent study. During the
firat three or four years, therefore, the plan of study
includes lessons in Form, Place, Plants, Animais,
and Minerals, which are intended to give such
knowledge as will make the study of geography
more intelligible and therefore more profitable. The
methods to be pursued in these subjects are to be
treated under the head of Observation Lessons.

Local Geography.-Further preparation for the
study of geography is made in the third and fourth
years by lessons to teach geographical ideas and
geographical language. The knowledge thus gained
is sometimes called local geography because much
of it is gained by observation in the locality of the
school.

The simpler subjects of the following outline
should be taught during the third year, the more
difficult being delayed until the fourth year, when
all preparatory work should be reviewed.

I.-BODIES OF LAND.
base base
slopes slopes

1. Hill: summit summit
hill range peaks
bill system 2 mountain
'field Mountain: range or
woods chain

3. Plain: meadow mountain
swamp system
prairie vol- crater

,desert ; oasis scanoJ lava
4. Table-land.

5. Valley :- 6. Highlands
River valley
Gorge, or canon
Pass. 7. Lowlands

beach

8. Coast: f beach (cape

projections: promontory
peninsula
isthmus

continental

9. Islands : c a c

Icoral

II.-BODIES OF wATER.

'pure water
minerai

1 Spring: ert
geysers

source
branches
banks
bed
current

3. River: channel
water-falls
mouth
uses
river system
river basin
water-sbed

rsource
branches
banks

2. Brook: bedScurrent
channel
mouth
water-shed

4. Pond : systemi
4 basin

5. Lake: system
basin
sea (archi-

pelago)
gulf

6. Ocean: a bay
jharb,îr
strait
channel
sound

III.-CLIMATE (weather).

(b1ot
1. Temperature : cold

temperate
Spring, summer, autumn, winter ; day, night.

'wind
vapor
dew
frost
cloud

2. Air and moisture : fog
mist
ram
hail
S110w
ice
loamy
sandy

V. sOIL clayey
fertile

arable
barren

V. PRODUCTIONS.

for food
for clothing houses

1. Plants : for building-material : ships
for fuel utensils
for inedicine
,for oils and dyes
for food (frs
for clothing : skms

2. Animals: for labor leather

for utensils : ne'

thouses
for building-material : ships

3 Minerals: for fuel utensils
for food

VI. PEOPLE.

1. Races :

2. Occupations

3. Government:

Caucasian
Mongolian
Malay
African
American
agriculture
fishing
J nîning
manufactures

I fexports
conmerce : importa

{republic
monarchy : absolute

limited
Pagan

4. Religion : Chian
tMohammedan
savage
barbarous

5. States of Society : haîf-civiîized
civilized

Some of the foregoing subjects will be found diffi-
cult to teach satisfactorily. Let it be remenbered,
however, that no amount of telling or reading can
take the place of teaching, and that the teacher
nay be content to teach very little of a subject,
provided the facts are discovered and expressed by
the pupils themselves.

Among the most difficult of these subjects to
teach is climate, a thorough study of which belongs
to a later period. Some ideas of the subject may
be gained by calling attention to the temperature
and moisture of the atmosphere from time to time,
making comparisons of the weather of different sa-
sons and of different places. It may be noted that
the temperature is more equable near the ses than
at a distance from il, and that it is lower upon a
high hill than it is in the valley.

Some general ideas of the formation of dew sud
rain may be gained by simple experiments. Call at-
tention (f children to the fact that some of the
water which was left in a dish on the stove the day
before bas disappeared. Bring out the statement
from them that the water bas " gone into the air."
Call attention to the rising steam, and ask them f or
familiar instances of the sane thing. Give thein
the name evaporation. Hold a cold plate over the
steani, and let themu observe the drops of water
formed on the plate. Call attention to the deposit
of moi#tlre on the window-pane in a cold day, and

upon the outside of a pitcher of ice-water in a warm
room. From these illustrations the children get the
idea of condensation ; and, by a little questioning,
they nay see that the same conditions exist in the
formation of dew and rain as exist when drops of
water are seen to form on the plate and pitcher.

Most of the topics in the above outline, under
Bodies of Land and Bodies of Water, may be taught
by leading the children to observe the various
features of land and water in the vicinity of the
schoolhouse. The observation should be made from
the schoolhouse at the time of recitation and at re-
cess, or it may be made in little tours of inspection
by the school either as a whole or in groups. Fre-
quently it will be found well to direct the attention
of children to certain things, and have them bring
the results of their observation into the recitation.
It will be useful, also, to call attention to their past
experiences, and to use the results of their experi-
ence in the recitation.

As an assistance both to observation and to mem-
ory, it will be found well to draw and to mould
representations of the various objects observed, and
to have the pupils express correctly, in their own
language, all the facts observed.

For the purpose of teaching productions, bring
before the class as many specimens of native and
foreign products as can be found. From the stores,
from the neighboring woods, and fron the homes of
pupils, there may be obtained a large number of
vegetable, animal, and mineral productions, some
of which may be kept pernanently in the school.

To teach ideas relating to people, firat lead the
children to think of the condition of the people of
their own town and province. Subsequently, by
means of stories and pictures, lead them to com-
pare the people of other countries with those of
their own country in respect to occupations,
religion, government, race, and state.-Bince's
Courses and Methods.

A METHOD IN PHONICS.
BY MISS LONGHURST, UFFORD, MUsKOKA.

ACCORDINo to the method of teaching reading
proposed in Ontario Readers, Part I.,,the phonic
system is not introduced until the pupil has been
made familiar with several words. These are
supposed to be taught by the " word " method,
phonic sounds being entirely neglected until the
learner bas mastered the contents of his Reader up
to Lesson VIII. In the opinion of the writer, a
nuch better way is to begin at once with phonics.

Below is given a method which has been used
successfully in teaching reading to a class of be-
giuners.

Suppose the class in position to receive a first
lesson.

The teacher writes upon the black-board the
character m.

Pointing to the character, she tells the class that
it stands for the sound m, (teacher gives phonic
sound), and bas class imitate ber in making it.

This is done several times, the teacher writing
the character and the class giving the phonic sound
which it represents.

The teacher next writes the character "a " and
gives its phonic sound as in " mat."

This is also repeated several times, the teacher
pointing alternately to the characters " m " and
" a " and requiring class to give the phonic sound
indicated by the character pointed out.

Next the characters "I ma " are written side by
side and the class is asked to give the phonic sounds
indicated one after the other very quickly.

The result is the syllable "I ma."
Teacher then writes ina-ma and bas Claus pro-

nounce the two syllables forming the word "ma-
ma."

There is a sudden dawning of intelligence as the
little ones realize the fact that these curious marks
on the black-board indicate sounds from which they
can form words.

The class then take seats and write the word
"'ia-ma " on their slates several times.

At the next lesson, after reviewing what bas
been already taught, the characters " n " and " r "
are placed upon the black-board and the class learn
to distinguish them and give their phonic sounds
as before.

Next the character "n " is placed just after the
syllable "I ma " and the two pronounced quickly in
succession. The result is the word " man."
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The teacher writes " a man " on board and the
class read.

Then the word "ran" is formed by taking away
the "m " froin the word man and substituting " r."
Teacher thon writes " A man ran," and class read.

This method is continued until the class can read
a great number of easy sentences in script f rom the
black-board, after which they are taught to read
ordinary print in much the same way, beginning
with Lesson VIII. in Ontario Readers.

When they can distinguish all the characters by
their most common phonic sounds, the names of
letters are taught and children allowed to spell by
naming the letters, as well as by giving phonic
sounds.

Children taught by the phonic nethod learn
much more quickly th9n by any other to recognize
new words without the aid of the teacher. They
are also much more likely to read in a natural tone
and with distinct articulation than if any other
method is employed.

DULL DAYS.

ONCE in a while a day will come when you go
into the school-room in the morning with a dull,
tired feeling that makes the very thought of work
disagreeable. You wonder how you are going to
drag through the day. Now, what is to be-done ?
We answer, go to work. Rouse yourself up and go
to work. It may require a supreme effort ; but
inake the effort and conquer the flesh by force of
will. Begin with pleasant voice and countenance
the work which you had planned, and in a marvel-
lously short time the enthusiasm you inspire in the
class will react on yourself, you will forget
everything in the interest of work, and the day will
slip away almost before you are aware. You may
not think so, but just try it. Sublime is the domi-
nion of the mind over the body; and work is a
panacea the value of which is not generally remem-
bered.

Now, if on the other hand, when you feel out of
sorts you allow the feeling to have dominion over
you, you will act so that the class will soon be out
of sorts too, and a dismal day will be passed by all
concerned. It is an excellent thing for sucli days
that the work be mapped out before, an1 you know
without any thinking just what you are going to do,
for in some states of the nervous system it is easier
to work than to think. There is one kind of phy-
sical weariness which needs nothing so much as a
smart two-mile walk, while another kind requires
rest. Now, if your mental or physical inertia of the
morning be at all of the latter sort, as soon as
school is disnissed seek the lounge or easy-chair
or grassy bank and rest as nature prompts.-The
Educational Review.

BUSY WORK IN NUMBER.

THIs from the Primary School for the primary
teacher :

1. How many pupils in the school room 1 jif
there were ten more, how many more wopld there
be? If there were eight less ?

2. How many panes of glass in one window ?
How many in all the windows ?

3. Write the name of the month ? How many
days in a month ? How many in next month ?

4. How many hours in a day ? In two days ?
5. Draw five lines across the slate, and draw five

more lines across them. How many blocks on your
slate ?

6. How many children in the row you sit in?
How many feet have you all ? How many fingers ?
How many noses ?

7. There are seven bones in each of your fingers,
and two in your thumbs. How nany bones have
you in one hand ? In both honds?

8. Draw a lock on your slates. How many num-
bers on its face ? In how many ways cari you write
the numbers ? Make the hands say four o'clock.
Make them say noon. Midnight. Six o'clock.

9. How many meals do you eat in one day ?
How many in three days ? How many in a week ?

10. How many Sundays in this month ? How
many days, not counting the Sundays? How many
School days ?

11. H-low old are you? How old will you be in
1899 ? In 1893?

12. How many eggs in a dozen ? In three dozen ?
What is the difference between two dozen and a
half-dozen.-The Southern Educator.

EXERCISES FOR THE LANGUAGE CLASS.

Wmca of the italicized forms should be used ?
Why?

Will (shall) you regret leaving Chicago?
She says that she will (shall) be sixteen soon.
We have decided that we will (shall) not return

the material.
Will (shall) I be allowed to go?
We thought he woutd (should) have a new trial.
If you did so you would (should) be punished.
What would (shoidd) we do without you ?
Which is better? Why ?
It tastes quite strong (strongly) of wintergreen.
He felt very bad (badly) at beinZ beaten.
They live happy (happily) as ever.
The piano sounds different (differently) from mine.
The roses smell siveet (sweetly).
Fill out the blanks withl " would " or " should."
He did better than I - have done. I presume

if you - ask him he - do so. Though I -
die yet - would not accept. I - he sorry to
see him injured. -Central School Journal.

IMAGINATION.
SOME children are greatly lacking in imagination

and in order to secure a well balanced mind, it
should be your duty to occasionally present such
exercises as will increase and develop the faculty of
imagination. The exercise given below has been
successfully used to train the imagination, and will
also be found useful in promoting quick thought,
concentrated attention, descriptive powers and
good language.

When the children are in readiness, have them
close their eyes and guess froni a description of
some promiiient building or person with which they
are famitiar. You give the first description, then
they open their eyes and tell who or what it is,
afterward they may describe and others guess. .

As : 1. "I see an old man walking slowly down
the street. He is beut, but was once tall. His
cheeks are red. He carries a gold headed cane and
wears a high grey hat. Eyes open. Who is it ?

Or 2. " I see a large, grey house. It is made of
wood and has four pillars in front, and a bay win-
dow at the south. The roof is painted red. There
are four chimneys. The house stands in large
grounds and there are several tall trees in front.
The front windows look across the street and you
can see railroad tracks and a pretty lake. Some-
times a lady and a baby in a white dress look from
the windows."-Normal Instructor.

BUSY WORK IN PRIMARY GEOGRAPHY.
ARNOLD ALCO1T.

"I SHALL in my next lessons in Geography de-
velop the terms scale and map," said Miss Sunbeam
to lier teazher friend.

Measures of inch, foot, yard, etc., were taught
early to Miss Sunbeam's pupils, by actual measure-
ments made by them on the sides of the school-
room, in the school-halls and yard, and at home.

The fact is that my ideal teacher, Miss Sunbeam,
was a progressive and thoughtf ul reader of all the
new books on her pet subject, Geography. She
was a thorough admirer of Col. Parker's and Chas.
F. King's mothods.

Let us listen to her, as she is chatting with some
of lier friends on ber little schemes.

" You know I always train my pupils well in
number and arithmetic, for I believe that these are
very essential factors in the teaching of geography.
My boys and girls are taught to measure by their
stops. They can tell how far our school is from a

certain corner. How many yards it is from Mary's
house to Jennie's and so on."

"But," said one of the listeners, "I should
think that their ideas would be far from correct.
What do you do, thon ?"

Miss Sunbeam said, " As judging distance is
such an important step in the teaching of geography,
I have my acholars judge first, and then test their
results by actually measuring."

" Well," said Miss Bright, "I have decided that
the next money I spend for my school shall be in
purchasing good hardwood rulers for everyone."

" That is a good beginning," replied Miss Sun-
beam, " and now let me give you some good black-
board exercises on what 1 have been speaking about,
viz., judgment used in comparing distances as fol-
lows :-

"I draw two lines slightly differing in length.
"Which line is the longer? "
" How much longer ?" The pupils verify by meas-

uring. Then I draw some trees, telegraph poles,
houses, street-car tracks, etc., and ask,

How high ?"
"How wide ?"
"How long?"
"Before I proceed with the plans for teaching

the map of North Ainerica (Miss Sunbeam has a
senior grade of Second Book) let ume give you a few
sample pages of my Busy Work Chart, which refer
to the Geography in hand.

BUSY-WORK CHART.

1.-Draw a picture of the travels of " Silver-
locks," and "The Three Bears."

2.-Make a little sketch map of the travels of
Red Riding Hood.

3.-Write a story on "Our Schoolroom," and
draw a map of it.

4.- Write an autobiography of a bird which has
three little ones, thon draw a picture of these.

5.-Draw a plan of the garden in front of the
school, and put in the geraniums and nasturtiums.

6.-Draw a maple leaf, an oak leaf.
7.-Cut out without sketching a poplar leaf.
Miss Sunbeam's hearers were delighted ; and

then she added that these were but a few of the
pages, but that perhaps at some other tine she
would give them a fuller account of all lier charts,
for said she, " 1 have one for every subject."

The term "scale" was developed from the
plans which were being drawn of the schoolroom.
The teacher said, "I shall allow one inch for every
yard in length of the room. How many inches
long'shall I draw, Mary "

" Ten, Miss Sunbeam," was the answer.
And so on with the breadth.
" Now your slates are not large enough to make

a plan the size of mine, so you little boys and girls
may allow half an inch to the yard in your plans.
How long will your lino be to represent ton yards
John ? "

After awhile John replied, "Five inlches long."
And similarly the breadth was developed.
Thon, having shown that plans may differ in size,

the next point which was taken up was the differ-
once between a picture of the room, and a plan of
the room. Miss Sunbeam has a friend who has a
camera, and being very successf ul in amateur photo-
graphy, lie, one day, pictured lier schoolroom.
This picture aided lier now in this lesson. By
questioning she drew from the pupils that this pic-
ture showed the place as it really was, windows,
do ors, desks, flowers, charts, etc.

Now for the plan :-" Does this drawing show
the schoolroom and everything in it "

"No, Miss Sunbeam."
"What is the difference, then ?"
" We see only the shape of the room."
"Quite right," replied the teacher, " a plan

shows the form of a place, and a picture shows the
place as we see it."

Thon as it had already been shown that plans
and pictures differed in size, but that every part of
a plan must be the same relative size, the teacher
gave the term " scale " instead of size. One inch
must stand for the same distance in the sane sized
plan always.

Miss Sunbeam next taught the plan of their vil-
lage, and from thence developed the plan of our
country, North America. She made a five-inch
square, divided it into inch squares, and led the
pupils to do the same ; thon she showed the map of
North America which she had carefully drawn with
black crayon, on manilla paper. Pupils were now
told that a plan of a large surface of country was
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called a map. Also, that in this map one inch
stood for one thousand miles. Then was asked,
" About how wide is the continent of North Am-
erica across the widest place ? '"

The points of the compass were applied to the
map by having the latter placed on the floor with
the top toward the north end of the room, and
from this the positions of North, South, East and
West were referred to the map.

Now Miss Sunibeam's great success in teaching
was due to the fact that she kept curiosity fully
alert and active, and so she had intellectual growth.

" How often do you tell fairy tales?" she was
asked.

''Oh, I tell the pupils a fairy tale at least once
a week, and then they relate it to me in their own
language, and illustrated by drawings on the black-
board, and on slate, or paper. You see, my pupils
are quite accustomed to sketchingeverything. We
have large collections of leaves for winter use
which have been sketched and cut by the pupils.
But, so much for our little homey chat. Good-
bye.''

SUPPLEMENTARY READING.
ARNOLD ALCOTT.

IN compliance with the wishes of teachers that
the stories written by our own children might be
printed, I send to the JOURNAL the following which
are original, the teacher merely having said,
" My Dog," "My Doll," "Boys and girls write
stories."

As space is limited only three are given. In an-
other number, I sh'all give samples of autobio-
graphies and dialogues from my pupils.

Each of the writers of the following was nine
years old:

1.-I have a hound. Its name is Carlo and it
goes with me everywhere. He can catch any rat
that comes near him. He is a faithful dog, and is

ten years old. He can pull a little waggon with
me in it.

2.-I once had a faithful St. Bernard dog. One
day as I was walking along the wharf a little boy
fell in the water. - Prince, as I called my dog,
jumped in after him and saved him. The boy
patted Prince for saving him. So I took Prince
home and gave him his dinner. And then he rode
me aIl over in my dog cart.

3.-Now, boys and girls, I am going to write you
a story of my doll if you will sit nicely. I once
had a doll and it was made of wax. It was almost
as big as myself, too. It was Pearly. One day I
was asked to go to a concert and I had to have a
doll. Guess what it was dressed in. It was
dressed in pink satin. And it had a crown of
flowers. It was dressed as a bride and was most
beautiful.

THE SCIENCE TEA CHER.

FROM Y. MUIILBeRG's ADDRESS TO THE TEACHERS OF CANTON VAUD

THE teacher of natural science ought to have the
necessary special scientific schooling for that pur-
pose. In no department of instruction is it less

permissible to teach authoritatively than in this,
and to make ita subordinate branch for a teacher nol

specially prepared for it is often worse than to pro
vide no scientific instruction whatever ; for the

teacher must not only be master of the material he

teaches, but ought also to be a model of the intellec

tual training he tries to impart ; he should have the

capacity to observe, describe, and reason accurately
about the material of study. In order to give hie
instruction in such a way as to incite his pupils to
an interested activity in their studies, it is indis
pensable for him constautly to try to develop hi
own intellectual powera f urther, and continually re
fresh them by special studies (which, however
should not be introduced into the school). No
only should every lesson be well prepared, but afte
every lesson the teacher should give, himself, an ac

count of the result of his instruction, and, in cas

of ill success, lie should ascribe its cause to himsel

rather than to his pupils, so as to avoid mistakes im

future. One of the constant faults of teachers i

that in order to get on with their pupils as fast a
possible they themselves describe the objecta o
phenomena under consideration and derive law
from them, instead of allowing the scholars to do so
They pre-digest, in other words, to a certain extent

the intellectual food which they ought to allow th
scholars to attack for themselves, subject to contrc

and correction only. A science teacher should b

able to show his pupils how to give graphic repro-
ductions of what they have learned. Whatever
drawing might be necessary for this purpose should
not, however, be presented ready-made to scholars,
but should be drawn by the teacher on the large
scale on the slate or board before their eyes. If the
teacher, besides bis instruction proper, bas to fur-
nish the material for study, e.g., plants, etc., pre-
pare demonstrations, lead excursions into the field,
and have charge of the natural history collections
of the scholars, it is clear that a great burden is
lafit upon him, which is all the greater because
natural science teaching is by itself more fatiguing
than other branches, since it requires the guidance
of each individual scholar, and because the atten-
tion of the teacher must be divided between the
different scholars, the material for demonstration,
and the progress of the instruction.

FORM AND DRAWING.
J. A. H[LL.

How is it so little is said or written on the edu-
cational value of the study of " Form and )raw-
ing ?" The leading characteristics of manhood come
from the atmosphere of the early days. Many of
the finer traits of a man's nature, and his more en-
nobling ideas of a great Creator, are woven into the
soul through the medium of the study of form and
design. There can be no question as to the constant
influence of the beautiful as a factor in education.
It is allied to purity, and as the former is more
clearly seen in the study of form, no the latter be-
comes permanently impressed in the nature. Its
moral effects are obvious from the influence it exer-
cises in developing the love of the beautiful, which
plays a large part in moral processes. It bas a won-
derful effect in the awakening of curiosity. Froni
this starting point the child can be led from one in-
vestigation to another until he acquires.an excellent
knowledge of forni in detail, and a practical train-
ing in making researches that will be invaluable to
him afterwards in studying the sciences.

Seneca says, " The object of education is not ex-
tornal show and splendor, but inward development,"
and I fear many of us in its search, like Sir Laun-
fal, go far afield when the flower can often be found
at the near door. The pupil who gets the training
of the perceptive and constructive faculties, which
this study gives, will go to his other studios with
such a quickening of that class of mental powers as
will make him a clearer, strouger and more accurate
student in every department of school work. The
eye is trained to the accurate perception of size and
proportion, and becomes exact in judging angles,
distance and elevation. The hand gains despatch
and at every move readiness of expression. The
memory is trained to definite recollection and the
taste refined and cultivated. It requires close
observation, and since observation is the study
of life it brings the child into closer communion
with hia Creator.

IT PAYS.
BY ANSIE E. TRBAT.

IT pays to wear a smiling face
And laugh our troubles down,

For ahl our little trials wait
Our laughter or our frown.

Beneath the magic of a smile
Our doubts will fade away,

As melta the frost in early spring
Beneath the sunny ray.

It pays to make a worthy cause,
- yhelping it, our own ;

To give the current of our lives
t A true and noble tone.
r It pays to comfort heavy hearts,

Oppressed with dull despair,
f And leave in sorrow-darkened lives

One gleam of brightness there.

s It pays to give a helping hand

r To eager, earnest youth ;
a To note, with all their waywardness,

Their courage and their truth ;
To strive, with sympatby and love,

e Their confidence to win '
l It pays to open wide the heart
a And "let the sunshine in."

Any book here reviewed sent post-paid on receipt of
price. Address 'he Grip Printing & Publishing Co.,
Toronto.

French Course. By G. H. Williams, M.A. Pp

216. Price, 2/6. London: Moffatt and

Paige.

The author attempts a change in methods of
French instruction, presenting first French words
and phrases, then their English equivalents,
then the rule. This method is followed through
the main body of French grammar. A grammatic
appendix, and passages for translation into French
-clever mosaics that unite plot-interest with
abundant drill on special difficulties is added. The
method is on the whole a good one, though it needs
modification badly. There is no excuse in a natural
method for an order of treatment based only on
the parts of speech. Surely the pupil should
not at the outset be called upon to learn the
plurals of coq-à-l'âne, blan c-seing. A large number
of carefully-selected illustrative sentences give
the volume a value even apart from the method.

F.H.s.

Ma1riculation Chemistry. By Temple Orme. Law-

rence & Bullen, Publishers, London. Price,

2s. 6d.

In the preface the author lays special stress upon
the value of the practical study of the science as the
only method to derive much profit. A perusal of
the text indicates that the author bas subordinated
this cardinal principle of science teaching to other
considerations. W.H.J.

LET him not boast who puts his armor on
As he who puts it off, the battle doue.

-Longfellow.
I HAD rather never receive a kindness than never

bestow one. Not to return a benefit is the greater
sin, but not to confer it is the earlier.-Seneca.

IF a man empties his purse into his head, no man
can take it away from him. An investment in
knowledge always pays the best interest.-Frank-lin.

Do not dare to live without some clear intention
toward which your living shah be bent. Mean to
be something with ail your might.-Bishop Philips
Brooks.
'"As a man treats an animal, so I believe ho

would treat his fellow. If wrongly, roughly, brut-
ally and badly, he would be so to you if it suited
his purpose and he-dared."-Harrison Weir.

CAIN
~ 'ONE POUND

A Day.
A GAIN OF A POUND A DAY IN THE

CASE OF A MAN WHO HAS BECOME "ALL
RUN DOWN," AND HAS BEGUN TO TAKE
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rlIFTH EDITION

Indispensable to every live Teacher

Practical +

Problems
IN Arithmetic

For First, Second, and Third Classes

By JAMES WHITE, Public School Teacher

• DMONTON - ONT.

This book has been repared specially to suit the
%envenience of Public ool Teachers. It contains

%bout 700 Practical Problems suitable for First,
8
%Cond and Third Classes in Publsc Schools. It ls
%,y carefully graded, and each principle requlred te

taught is introduced in logical order. It receiven
thearty approval of Teachers and Inspectors.

Read their Opinions.
erOm ALLAN EMBURY, EsQ., Inspector, Peel.

1 have examined this little book of Arithmetical
?nOblems, and can give it an unqualified endorsation.
_ uestions are carefully graded, and are specially
s4ted to the wants of our over-worked teachers whc

net always the time to devote to the pr tion
et exercises n the various subjects o e schao
CUrrienlum. Ti questions are net stated in the formi

'f itions; but thei. statement is incidental,
vinthe inner connection of the problems te be dis-

by the pupil himWslf; and in this im t
ture lies their special adaptability as an educational

.ce. I heartily recommend this book te all teachers
higtoeconomize time and labor in their prepara
for ordinary school work.

Iron E. TROUGHT, Esq., Teacher, Member Count,
Board of Exminers, Inglewood.
I have examined with some care Practical Problem

e Arithmetic for First, Second and Third Classes. by
. White, Edmonton. Without the slightest hesita

t say that thc are the best i have ever seen- thi
in selection, best in grading, and above all, the

4R for developing the reasoning powers of the child,
4-id for exercismg is ingenuity. A special feature of
4 gradig is that principles which bave been intro-

1-ced are being constantly made nse of in the succeed-
'S problens which are in their turn introducing new

'04iciples, se that the whole work may be said to be
unconscious review. It is a great boon te
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entire charge until proficlent. Hun-
tof our pupils are now holding positions through-

e Province, as Cashiers, Bookkeepers, Steno-
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Armstrong's
Arithmetical

I Problems FOR

Senior Classes in Publie Schools, and
Candidates for Entranee to High

Schools and Colleglate
Institutes.

This edition contains nearly qoo Problems. The
Entrance Papers from JUNE 188 JUNE 1892, both in-
clusive, are appended, also the Public School Leaving
Examination Papers for 1892. The answcrs to all
the Problens are given. No other work possesses
these features.

Read What Teachers and Inspec-
tors Say of it:-

I am highly pleased with your Arithmetical Prob-
lems for Senior classes. It suits my Entrance candi-
dates exactly. A book such as this is needed by every
Fourth Class pupil.-Gao. KIRK, Head Master M.S.,
Chatham.

I have just examined your Arithmetical Problems
for Senior Classes. The problems are very suitable
and the collection must prove very valuable to
teachers. I heartily commend it-G. D. PLATT, B.A.,
P.S. Inspector, Prince Edward.

Alter a careful examination of your "Arthmetical
Problems for Senior Classes," I find them well graded
and very suitable for the purpose intended. The
teacher who uses them for home or class work, will
save himself a vast amount of labor, and in all prob-
ability secure to his pupils much better results.-J. S.
DEAcoN, Inspector. Halton.

I have no hesitation in saying that for the purpose
for which it is intended the work is infinitely the best
with which I am acquainted. Its strong point, to my
idea, is the logical sequence in the problems by wsich
the pupil is almost insensibly led on step by step until
he reaches quite a difficult style of question. The
printer, too, las done his work very well. and there
are but few typographical errors. I shall certainly
recommend every teacher in my inspectorate to use a
cop.-J. C. MORGAN, M.A., Inspector, Barrie.

Price, strongly bound in cloth, 25 ots.
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The Cyclostyle Duplicating AppasP-
atus-Fori Duplicating, WP'Iting
Dpawing, Musll or Typewriting

Two thousand exact copies from one writing, each
copy having all the appearance of an original. imple,
rapid, clean and durable. Endorsed by upwards of
3,000 firms, corporations and institutions throughout
the Dominion. Invaluable for teachers and schools
for rts, examination papers, circulars, blank forms,
instrutions, notices, naps, and all classical work,
Used in most all our colleges, and rapidly being taken
up by our rincipal schools. Write for circulars and
testimoni s.

CYCLOSTYLE CO.,
16 KING ST. EAST, - TORONTO.

A REMARKABLE ADVANTAGE

As the great majority of Teachers in our Public and High
Schools are Total Abstainers, they will be interested in know-
ing the very great advantages that are certain ta accrue to
abstainers, when classed by themselves as Insurance risks.
To prove this, nothing more la necessary than ta state the ex-
perience of the United Kingdom Temperance and General
Provident Institution, of London, England, which has been as
follows:-From 1866 to 1891, inclusive, there have been in its
Temperance Section 5,177 " expected " and 3,663 Actual Deaths,
and in its General Section 7,668 "expected" and 7,459 Actuai
Deaths. While in the General Section mortality has been just
within the expectation, in the Temperance Section it has been
80 per cent. below the expectation.

The Temperance ,and'General Life Assurance Company is
successfully advancing its business on the same lines. If you
have not seen its literature, ask for it.

The Temperance andl General Life Assurance Co.
HON. G. W. ROSS, H. SUTHERLAND,

President. Manager.

IEAD OFFICB, Mannlin Arcade, - TORONTO

Teachers and Students- WHEN IN NEED

OF BOOKS

Will find it to their advantage to send their orders to us, as we have unusual
facilities for prompt forwardng, and our prices are known to be of the lowest.
We can supply any book you want.

VANNEVAR & CO., Educational Booksellers, 440 YONCE ST., TORONTO

ESTABLISHED BY A. PIDDINGTON.

We have constantly in stock Educational Books of all kinds. Aiso the late works in Science
and General Literature. Any book, not in stock, sup lied on short notice, if in print.

Ail mail orders filled prompt y.

RISSER & CO., Successors to R. W. DOUGLAS & CO.
248 YONGE STREET, - TORONTO, ONT.

Ye Olde Booke Shoppe
Inspectors, Teachers, and Students can have any Book they require by

return mail, from FRANK PORTER, 353 Yonge St., Toronto. Universitv, Col-
lege, and High School Books. Books for the School of Pedagogy and Normal School.

lr Books for preparatory Normal Sohool course. Send Post Card and get Books at once iEi

In affiliation with
Trinity and Toronto Universities

TORONTO

Summer Session Opens April 26th
TENTH Wnter Session Opens October 3rd

Apply for announcement, giving full information, to

Dr. D. J1. 188 WISHAR T, Secy., 47 Grosvenor St., Toronto

CONFEDERATION LIFE
TORO]1TTO

New Business, 1891
Business In Force -

- - 82,917,000.00
- - $20,600,000.00

ASSETS AND CAPITAL

OVER FOUR and ONE-HALF MILLIONS
Ppemium Income, 1891 - -

Gain Over z89o, $78, 4 35.oS

Interest Inoorne, 1891 - -
Gain Over 89o, $21,454.o

Total Amount Pald PolHoy-Holders and Annuitants, 1891
Gain Over z89o, $85,527.0o

-- 704,988.00

- $172.092.00

- S313,888.00

Get ouP Pricos for Wall Maps to "Educational JouPnal" SubsePibePs.
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LIST OF BOOIÇS FOR ENTERTAIMMENTS AND THE PARLOR

RECITA TIONS, DIA LOGUES, STUDEN TS' AIDS, E TC.)
FOR SALE BY

J. K. CRANSTON, School and Supply Depot, GALT
To Public and High School Teachers, Model and Normal School Pupils ordering by mail or express School or Standard or Miscellaneous Books, we give

Ten Per Cent. Discount for cash with order, and prepay express or postage. All kinds of School Supplies and School Necessaries
are supplied to Schools and Trustees at Ten Per Cent. Discount for cash with order. Send for Complete Catalogue and

look up Sept. ist and 15th advertisements in the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. Express paid, or Ten Per Cent.
C.O.D., with privilege of examining. and the party ordering pays express one way.
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SPEAKERS AND DIALOCUES. Re ail

I. The Hamilton Speaker. A collection of high-
grade extracts for declamation and oratorical
display 12 mo. Cloth ..................... $ oo

2. Dick's Recitations and Readings A series
containing pieces in poetry and prose, especially
adapted for recitations and readings. Numbers
I to 17 of this series now ready. Each number.
Paper. 30c. Cloth............... . . ...... O 50

3. Dick's Dutch, French, and Yankee Dialect,
Recitations. Consisting entirely of droll reci-
tations in the dialect named. Paper, 3oc.
Boards .................. ............. o 50

4. Dick's Irish Recitations. Containing humorous
recitations, amusing stories, etc., in Irish dia-
lect only. Paper, 3oc. Boards . ............ o 50

5. Dick's Comic and Dialect Recitations. A
choice selection of amusing pieces and laughable
Yankee, Dutch, Irish, Negro, Chinese, Cock-
ney and Western dialect recitations and read-
ings. Paper, 30c. Boards............... o 50

6. Beecher's Recitations and Readings. Con-
taining humorous, serious and various dialect
recitations. Paper, 30c. Boards............ O 50

7. Burbank's Recitations and Readings. The
selections recited by the well-known public
reader, Mr. A. P. Burbank...... .......... 0 25

8. Howard's Recitations, Comic, Serious and
Pathetic. Affording a great variety of popular
and effective pieces. Paper, 3oc. Boards. .. O 50

9. McBride's Comic Speeches and Recitations,
containing a number of entirely original humor-
ous speeches. Paper, 3oc. Boards......... o 50

Io. W ilson's Recitations and Dialogues. An ex-
cellent selection of popular pieces, for school
declamation, with instruction in elocution. Pa-
per, 30c. Boards........................o 50

ir. Spencer's Comic Speeches and Recitations.
A collection of laughable recitations and dia-
logues. Paper, 30c. Boards................ O 50

12. Martiue's Droll siialogues and Recitations.
An excellent and varied collection for school
entertainments. Paper, 30c. Boards........ o 50

13. Barton's Comic Recitations and Dialogues.
A variety of speeches, recitations and dialogues,
adapted for aIl occasions. Paper, 3cc Boards. o 50

14. Kavanaugh's Juvenile Speaker. Easy original
speeches and dialogues for very little boys and
girls from 5 to 10 years of age; including May-
day and school celebrations, and other festival
occasions. Paper, 30c. Boards ............. o 50

15. Kavanaugh's Exhibition Reciter. Short and
easy original speeches and dialogues for children
from 3 ta 10 years of age, with May-day cele-
bration and very effective speaking tableaux.
Paper, 30c. Boards ... .................. o 50

16. Kavanaugh's New Speeches and Dialogues.
Original speeches and dialogues for little chil-
dren from 6 ta 10 years old, and for Christmas
and other occasions. Paper, 30c. Boards.... O 50

17. Kavanaugh's Comic Dialogues and Pieces.
Original easy dial .gues and short pieces for little
folks from 5 ta 12 years old, with Christmas,
May-day and other celebrations, requiring a
number of performers. Paper, 3cc. Boards. . O 5018. Dick's Little Speeches for Little Speakers.
A select'on of effective pieces for little tots from
3 to 7 years old............................ O 15

19. Little Lines for Litt'e Speakers. Short, easy
pieces, specially acapted for very small children
from 4 to 10 years old, including easy pieces for

Thanksgiving, Christmas, Easter, and other Retail
special occasions, including birthday and wed- Pric
ding anniversaries.....................$o 15

20. Dick s Diverting Dialogue?. A collection af
original and anusing dialogues, adapted for
young people from 12 to 16 years ofage. Paper,
30c. Boards .............................. O 50

21. Dick's Comic Dialogues. Consisting of bright
and easy dial gues ior young folks from 14 ta 20
years old. Paper, 30c. Boards ............ O. 50

22. Dick's Dialogues and Monologues. A selec-
tion of effective dialogues and original mono-
logues for performers from 15 ta 20 years old.
Paper, 30c. Boards.. ..... .............. a 50

23. Graham's School Dialogues. Containing origi-
nal dialogues, well adapt d for young people
from 12 to i6 years old., Paper, 30c. Foards. O 50

24. McBride-s Conuc Dialogues. Original dia-
logues, introducing amusing dialect characters,
for young folks of 12 ta 16 years of age. Paper,
30c. Boards..............................O 50

25. McBride's Ail Kinds of Dialogues. Original
humorous dialogues, including dialect charac-
ters, for y<ung 1 copie from 1a ta 16 years of
age. Paper, 30c. Boards.................. o 50

26. Several Scottish, English and Irish Song
Books. Each..............35c., 90c. and 1 25

27. University Song Book. Each............. o 9o
28. Merry Melodies. Paper, 15c. Per doz........I 35
29. Merry Songs. By S. G. Hansen. Boards, 35c.

Per dozen.... ....... ........ ........ 4 00
30. Golden Thoughts and Songs. By J. F. King.

Each, 35c. Per dozen. ................... 4 0o
31. Calisthenic 'Songs. By S. G. Hansen. Each,

5oc. Per dozen ... .................... 5 40
32. McBride's New Dialogues. Original enter-

taining dialogues, introducing Yankee, Irish and
other dialect characters. For young folks from
1i to 16 years of age. Paper, 30c. Boards.... o 50

33 McBride's Humorous Dialogues. Original
droll dialogues, with eccentric and dialect char-
acters, for yourg people from îo to 16 years old.
Paper, 30c. Boards........................ O 50

34. McBride s Funny Dialogues. New and original
dialogues, some of which introduce dialect char-
acters, for young people from io ta 16 years old.
Paper, 30c. Boards ........................ o 50

35. McBride's Temperance Dialogues. Entertain-
ing dialogues, illustrating the evils of intemper-
ance, for youth of 1o ta 16 years of age. Paper,
30c. Boards..........................a 50

36. Steele's Exhibition Dialogues. Bright and easy
plays for school exhibitions, etc., for performers
of 16 years or older. Paper, 30c. Boards .... O 50

37. Frost's Humorous and Exhibition Dialogues.
For school and other entertainments, for young
folks of 10 years and older. Paper, 3oc. Boards O 50

38. Frost's New Dialogues. Containing humorous
dialogues for exhibitions. For young Deople of
10 ta 16 years of age. Paper, 30c. Boards.,. o 50

39. Frost's Dialogues For Young Folks. Well
adapted for young children of both sexes, from
7 to 12 yea s old. Paper, 30c. Boards ...... o 50

4o. Holmes' Very Little DiLogues for Very Lit-
tle Folks. For quite young and very small chil-
dren, from 4 ta Io years old. Paper, 30c.
Boards .... . ................... o 5o

41. r ick's Little Dialogues for Little People.
For small folks, from 3 ta 7 years old ........ o 15

42 Also Scottish, English, Irish, Dutch Read-
ings. For home and hall. Humorous. Each O 35

TABLEAUX AND AMUSEMENTS. Retail

43. W. B. Bellamy's New Readings and Reci-
tations. English, Irish, Scotch, Dutch, Yan-
kee and Temperance. With valuable hints on
elocution. Highly recommended............

44 Dick's Parlor i xhibitions. Con taining tableaux,
living portraits and statuary, illustrated ballads.
The art exhibition, punch and jud), shadow pan-tomimes, etc. An indispensable aid in arrang-
ng public and private exhibitions. Paper, 30c.

Boards .............................. $o 50
45. Dick's One Hundred Amusements Containing

games, grotesque illusions, tricks, Mrs Jarley'swax works, etc, Furnishing complete and var-
ied entertainments for ten evenings, and fullyillustrated. Paper, 30c. Boards ........... . 50

46. Pollard's P ri istic I ableaux. With descriptioncostumes, and each tabh au artistically illus-
trated ........ . .. .. ................... o 3047. Frost's Book of Tableaux. A large collection
o effective and humorous tableaux and shadow
pantomimes. Paper, 30c. Boards .......... o 5048 Tony Denier's Parlor Tableaux. Illustratingabout eighty popular subjects, fully explained... o 25

49. Weldon's Fancy Costumes. Containing a num-
ber of favorite historical, national and fancy cos-
tumes, with full page illustrations and elaborate
descriptions ............................ O 50

TEACHERS' AND STUDENTS' AS.
50. Punishment Straps (authorized).............a 25
51. Ogden's Model Speeches for Ail S:hool Occa-

sions. Containing opening and closing speeches,salutatories, valedictories, dedications, presenta-
tions, etc. Paper, 50c. Boards ............ 75

52. Ogden's Skeleton Essays. Condensed treatises
on popular subjects for expansion io essays,lectures, etc., including -arious popular debat-
able subjects, treated from opposite points of
view. Paper, Soc. Boards...............o 7553. Barber's American Ready-made Speeches.
Containing speeches for presentations, welcome,
congratulation, condolence, compliments, and
for anniversary, birthday and other festival
occasions, etc. Paper, 50c. Boards ........ 75

54. How to Write a.Composition. Contairg coi-
plete compositions, skelk tons of subjects, attrac-tive topics for essays, with hints for their elabor-
ation. Paper, 3oc. Boards.. .... or-..... 50

55. How to Conduct a Debate. A series of coin.
plete debates, outlines of debate, and questions
for discussion, with references ta works of infor-
mation. Paper, 5oc. Boards.............o 75

56. The Debater, Chairman's Assistant, and Rules
of Order. A manual for instruction and ready
reference in ail matters pertaining ta the man-
agement of public meetings according ta parlia-
mentary usages, with instructions for organizing
literary and other societies, etc. Paper, 30 gBoards ............................... 50

57. Alexander's Calisthenics. Musical drilI for young
children, introducing ring, skipping, marchiong,
and other exercises, iliustrated, and music for
each movement ......................... 25

58. Cruden's Calisthenic Training. Containirg
physical exercises, dumb-bell, bar-bell, hoop,
marching, and free gymnastics, suitable for
youth, with appropriate music ............. o 50

RP u c a oMiscellaneous, Religious, Theological Books and Standard Works of Reference a specialty. Sunday SchoolpR eli lous P u l ic tion . Pivate or Public Libraries supplîed at the Lowest Possible PriCes. Ljberal Discounts to Ministers,Teachers and Students. Cases of Library Books are sent on approval for selection when desired, or carefully selected. 500 lots o per cent., i,000 lots 15 per cent., 1,500 lots 20 Petr
cent., over that amount 25 per cent. Books mailed free on receipt of price, or C.O.D. We pay return charges.

JAMES K. CRANSTON, Wholesale and Retail Bookseller and Stationer, Calt, Ont.


